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Attorney Ref. No. 664.1078CON3 PATENT 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEt1ARK OFFICE 

In re application of 

Sami Vaarala, Antti Nuopponen 

Serial No. 15/376,558 

Filed: 12 December 2016 

For: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
SENDING A MESSAGE 
THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 

Date: 13 ,June 2017 

Confirmation No. 2506 

C:E?T:!:FICATE OF ~iiGLING 

I HEREBY C:E?T:!:FY TH_i;.T THIS PAPER AND THE L<~C~JMEt-JT3 

EEFERRED TO AS BEINr:; ~.TTACEED OR ENCLOSED HEFE\"JITH 

AB..E BEING FORl··JARDED TO THE cor,1r-ns~:IONER FCR 

P_~TEN'I'S, UNITED 3T1-\.TES P_._l\.TENT OFFICE ELECTFONICALLY 

ON ,Jnns 13, 2017 

/rfasth/ 
Rolf Fasth 
Attorney for Applicant 

TRANSMITTAL LETTER 

ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 
COfvri'1ISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

In connection with issuance of a patent, enclosed for 
filing in the above-referenced application are the following: 

(X) Form PTOL-85 (Part B - Fee Transmittal) 
(X) Issue Fee ($960;)to be charged to Account No. 06-0243. 
(X) The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any 
additional fees which may be required in connection with 
the issuance of a patent or credit over-payment to Account 
No. 06-0243. 

FASTH LAW OFFICES 
1206 Stanridge Drive 

Respectfully submitted, 

FASTH LAW OFFICES 

/rfasth/ 

Rolf Fasth 
Registration No. 36,999 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27613-7063 USA 
Tel: +1-910-687-0001 
Fax: +1-919-882-1265 

Attorney Ref. No. 664.1078CON3 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 15376558 

Filing Date: 12-Dec-2016 

Title of Invention: 
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sami Vaarala 

Filer: Rolf Fasth/Sioan Smith 

Attorney Docket Number: 664.1 078CON3 

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

0004



Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

UTILITY APPL ISSUE FEE 1501 1 960 960 

PUBL. FEE- EARLY, VOLUNTARY, OR NORMAL 1504 1 0 0 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 960 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 29478639 

Application Number: 15376558 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 2506 

Title of Invention: 
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sami Vaarala 

Customer Number: 33369 

Filer: Rolf Fasth/Sioan Smith 

Filer Authorized By: Rolf Fasth 

Attorney Docket Number: 664.1 078CON3 

Receipt Date: 13-JUN-2017 

Filing Date: 12-DEC-2016 

TimeStamp: 13:10:56 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type DA 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $960 

RAM confirmation Number 0613171NTEFSVV00010743060243 

Deposit Account 060243 

Authorized User Sloan Smith 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees) 

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 
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37 CFR 1.19 (Document supply fees) 

37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees) 

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes}/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

1902340 

1 Issue Fee Payment (PT0-85B) PART_B.pdf no 1 
36f7e9c1 e5574 74d30a41 fce4 7db02f4c022 

df2c 

Warnings: 

Information: 

245107 

2 Transmittal Letter TRX.pdf no 1 
3b973c86519c649ba7ee09Sc168a4eb 1 e85 

bc084 

Warnings: 

Information: 

32264 

3 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info. pdf no 2 
1 a48b714653f3Sdac17c61 Odae193dfa0a3f 

94e1 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 2179711 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Agglications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 
National Stage of an International Agglication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 
New International Agglication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

NUMBER 
FILING or 

37l(c)DATE FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO 

15/376,558 12/12/2016 1740 664.1078CON3 10 1 

33369 
FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

CONFIRMATION NO. 2506 
CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT 

llllllllllllllllllllllll~~g~~W~I~ ~~ ~~~~ 11111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 05/04/2017 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

lnventor(s) 

Applicant( s) 

Sami Vaarala, Helsinki, FINLAND; 
Antti Nuopponen, Espoo, FINLAND; 

MPH Technologies Oy, Espoo, FINLAND; 

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 33369 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a CON of 15/372,208 12/07/2016 
which is a CON of 13/685,544 11/26/2012 
which is a CON of 10/500,930 10/19/2005 PAT 8346949 
which is a 371 of PCT/FI03/00045 01/21/2003 

Foreign Applications (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at the 
USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) 
FINLAND 20020112 01/22/2002 No Access Code Provided 

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes 

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes 

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as 
appropriate. 

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 12/19/2016 

page 1 of 3 
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The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 
is US 15/376,558 

Projected Publication Date: Not Applicable 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
Title 

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Preliminary Class 

713 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AlA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4258). 

page 2 of 3 
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GRANTED 

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 

Select USA 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for 
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources 
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to 
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor 
community; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states, 
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic development organizations on investment 
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop 
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http://www.SelectUSA.gov or call 
+ 1-202-482-6800. 

page 3 of 3 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

15/376,558 12/12/2016 

33369 
FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

Sami Vaarala 664.1 078CON3 
CONFIRMATION NO. 2506 

PUBLICATION NOTICE 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII]~!I]~~~~~~~~U11~11~~ jlllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Title:METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Publication No.US-20 17 -0099266-A 1 
Publication Date:04/06/2017 

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION 

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37 
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above. 

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the 
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/. 

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to 
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth 
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1 ). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of 
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (571) 272-3150 or (800) 972-6382, 
by facsimile at (571) 273-3250, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of 
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet. 

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the 
dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and 
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to 
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of 
PAIR. 

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197. 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A 1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

33369 7590 03/29/2017 

FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

15/376,558 12112/2016 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Sami V aara1a 

EXAMINER 

TOWFIGHI, AFSHAWN M 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2469 

DATE MAILED: 03/29/2017 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

664,1078CON3 2506 

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREY. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisiona1 UNDISCOUNTED $960 $0 $0 $960 06/29/2017 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES 
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS 
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM 
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW 
DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

L Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above, If the ENTITY STATUS is shown as SMALL or MICRO, verify whether entitlement to that 
entity status still applies, 

If the ENTITY STATUS is the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, 

If the ENTITY STATUS is changed from that shown above, on PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number 5 titled 
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)", 

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 112 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 112 the amount of small entity 
fees, 

IL PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required), If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" 
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted, If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a 
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing 
the paper as an equivalent of Part B, 

IlL All communications regarding this application must give the application number, Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary, 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of 
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 
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PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

or Fax 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
(571)-273-2885 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks l through 5 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block l, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

33369 7590 03/29/2017 

FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

15/376,558 12112/2016 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

(Depositor's name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

Sami V aarala 664.1078CON3 2506 

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 

EXAMINER ART UNIT 

TOWFIGHI, AFSHA WN M 2469 

l. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREY. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$0 $0 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

713-171000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

( l) The names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

(2) The name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

$960 06/29/2017 

2 ________________________ _ 

3 ________________________ _ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual 0 Corporation or other private group entity 0 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 

0 Advance Order- #of Copies _________ __ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 

0 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 

0 Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

0 The director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee( s ), any deficiency, or credits any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/l5A and l5B), issue 
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment. 

NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken 
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status. 

NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro 
entity status, as applicable. 

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications. 

Authorized Signature _______________________ _ Date ____________________ _ 

Typed or printed name ______________________ __ Registration No. ________________ _ 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A 1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

15/376,558 12112/2016 

33369 7590 03/29/2017 

FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Sami V aara1a 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

664.1078CON3 2506 

EXAMINER 

TOWFIGHI, AFSHAWN M 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2469 

DATE MAILED: 03/29/2017 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance. 

Section 1(h)(2) of the AlA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to eliminate the 
requirement that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See 
Revisions to Patent Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer 
providing an initial patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to 
provide a patent term adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant 
approximately three weeks prior to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the 
patent. Any request for reconsideration of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term 
adjustment) should follow the process outlined in 37 CPR 1.705. 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0 101 or (571 )-272-4200. 
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B 

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and 
Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency 
request to collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration 
date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the 
agency to inform the public about the OMB Control Number's legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 
1320.5(b). 

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain 
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is 
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary 
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form 
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT 
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 
1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to 
respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your 
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the 
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which 
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission 
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of 
proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of 

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records 
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required 
by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence 
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of 
settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance 
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having 
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to 
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of 
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes 
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 
218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General 
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's 
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority 
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations 
governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. 
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication 
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a 
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the 
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated 
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public 
inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Application No. 
15/376,558 

Applicant(s) 
VAARALA ET AL. 

Notice of Allowability Examiner 
AFSHAWN TOWFIGHI 

Art Unit 
2469 

AlA (First Inventor to File) 
Status 

No 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOW ABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. [8] This communication is responsive to claims filed 12112116. 

D A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on ___ . 

2. D An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on __ ; the restriction 
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action. 

3. [8] The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-10. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution 
Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see 
http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov. 

4. [8] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

Certified copies: 

a) [8] All b) D Some *c) D None of the: 

1. [8] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5. D CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number {see 37 CFR 1.84{c)) should be written on the drawings in the front {not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet{s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121{d). 

6. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. [8] Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2. D Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ 

3. D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material 

4. D Interview Summary (PT0-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

/AFSHAWN TOWFIGHI/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2469 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08·13) 
20170321 

5. D Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

6. [8] Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

7. D Other __ . 

Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 
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Application/Control Number: 15/376,558 

Art Unit: 2469 

DETAILED ACTION 

1. The present application is being examined under the pre-AlA first to invent 

provisions. 

Allowable Subject Matter 

3. Claims 1-10 are allowed. 

4. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: 

Page 2 

Claims 1-10 are allowable over prior art since the prior art taken individually or in 

combination fails to particularly disclose, fairly suggests, or render obvious the following 

limitations: 

In claim 1, ... the computer configured to be assigned with a network address in the 

telecommunication network, wherein the computer is a mobile computer in that the 

address of the mobile computer changes; the computer configured to form a secure 

message by encrypting the data payload of a message and giving the message a 

unique identity and a destination address of an intermediate computer, wherein the 

unique identity and the destination address are capable of being used by the 

intermediate computer to find an address to a recipient computer; the computer 

configured to send the secure message to the intermediate computer for forwarding of 

the encrypted data payload to the recipient computer; and the computer configured to 
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Application/Control Number: 15/376,558 

Art Unit: 2469 

Page 3 

set up a secure connection using, a key exchange protocol ... in combination with other 

limitations recited as specified in Claim 1. 

The first closest prior art of record is Kunzinger et al (Pub No: 2002/0091921 ), 

herein Kunzinger. Kunzinger teaches a method for end to end data sending via and 

intermediate gateway and a hash value of I PSec used in a packet and tables to route 

the packet do its destination. Kunzinger et al does not teach the computer configured to 

be assigned with a network address in the telecommunication network, wherein the 

computer is a mobile computer in that the address of the mobile computer changes; the 

computer configured to form a secure message by encrypting the data payload of a 

message and giving the message a unique identity and a destination address of an 

intermediate computer, wherein the unique identity and the destination address are 

capable of being used by the intermediate computer to find an address to a recipient 

computer; the computer configured to send the secure message to the intermediate 

computer for forwarding of the encrypted data payload to the recipient computer; and 

the computer configured to set up a secure connection using, a key exchange protocol. 

The second closest prior art of record is Gunter et al (Patent: 7,055,027), herein 

Gunter. Gunter discloses a system for forming of a connection without a firewall 

present. When a connection has been formed, a device in an internal network sends the 

keys to a firewall so the firewall can follow the connection. Gunter fails to disclose the 

computer configured to be assigned with a network address in the telecommunication 
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Application/Control Number: 15/376,558 

Art Unit: 2469 

Page 4 

network, wherein the computer is a mobile computer in that the address of the mobile 

computer changes; the computer configured to form a secure message by encrypting 

the data payload of a message and giving the message a unique identity and a 

destination address of an intermediate computer, wherein the unique identity and the 

destination address are capable of being used by the intermediate computer to find an 

address to a recipient computer; the computer configured to send the secure message 

to the intermediate computer for forwarding of the encrypted data payload to the 

recipient computer; and the computer configured to set up a secure connection using, a 

key exchange protocol. 

For these reasons, in conjunction with the other limitations of the independent 

claims, puts this case in condition for allowance. 

Additional reasons for allowance can be found in the Notice of Allowance for parent 

application 10/500,930 dated 1/12/12 and 13/685,544 dated 10/21/13. 

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later 

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably 

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on 

Statement of Reasons for Allowance." 
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Application/Control Number: 15/376,558 

Art Unit: 2469 

Conclusion 

Page 5 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to AFSHAWN TOWFIGHI whose telephone number is 

(571 )270-7296. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday 9:00A.M. 

to 6:00P.M .. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, lan Moore can be reached on (571 )272-3085. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/AFSHAWN TOWFIGHI/ 

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2469 
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PTO/SB/25 

Doc Code: DIST.E.FILE PTO/SB/26 

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer- Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Department of Commerce 

Electronic Petition Request TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A PROVISIONAL DOUBLE PATENTING 
REJECTION OVER A PENDING "REFERENCE" APPLICATION 
AND TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION OVER A 
"PRIOR" PATENT 

Application Number 15376558 

Filing Date 12-Dec-2016 

First Named Inventor Sami Vaarala 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1 078CON3 

Title of Invention 

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

~ 
Filing of terminal disclaimer does not obviate requirement for response under 37 CFR 1.111 to outstanding 
Office Action 

~ This electronic Terminal Disclaimer is not being used for a Joint Research Agreement. 

Owner Percent Interest 

MPH Technologies Oy 100% 

The owner(s) of percent interest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below, the terminal 
part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond the expiration date of the 
full statutory term of any patent granted on pending reference Application Number(s) 

13685544 filed on 11/26/2012 

as the term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the 
grant of any patent on the pending reference application. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so granted on the instant 
application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and any patent granted on the reference application are 
commonly owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee, its 
successors or assigns. 

In making the above disclaimer, the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of any patent granted on the instant application 
that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of any patent granted on said reference application, "as the 
term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the grant of 
any patent on the pending reference application," in the event that any such patent granted on the pending reference 
application: expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee, is held unenforceable, is found invalid by a court of competent 
jurisdiction, is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321, has all claims canceled by a 
reexamination certificate, is reissued, or is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as shortened 
by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to its grant. 

The owner(s) with percent interest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below, the 
terminal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond the expiration 
date of the full statutory term of prior patent number(s) 
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8346949 

as the term of said prior patent is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so 
granted on the instant application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and the prior patent are commonly 
owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee, its successors 
or assigns. 

In making the above disclaimer, the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of the term of any patent granted on the instant 
application that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of the prior patent, "as the term of said prior patent 
is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer," in the event that said prior patent later: 
-expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee; 
- is held unenforceable; 
- is found invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction; 
-is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321; 
- has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate; 
- is reissued; or 
- is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer. 

Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) is included with Electronic Terminal Disclaimer request. 

0 
I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4), that the terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) 
required for this terminal disclaimer has already been paid in the above-identified application. 

Applicants claims the following fee status: 

0 Small Entity 

0 Micro Entity 

(!) Regular Undiscounted 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and 
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and 
the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and 
that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

THIS PORTION MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE SIGNATORY OR SIGNATORIES 

I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4) that I am: 

(!) An attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office who is of record in 
this application 

Registration Number 36999 

0 A sole inventor 

0 
A joint inventor; I certify that I am authorized to sign this submission on behalf of all of the inventors as evidenced by the 
power of attorney in the application 

0 A joint inventor; all of whom are signing this request 

Signature 
/rfasth/ 

Name Rolf Fasth 
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*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required if terminal disclaimer is signed by the assignee (owner). 
Form PTO/SB/96 may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 15376558 

Filing Date: 12-Dec-2016 

Title of Invention: 
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sami Vaarala 

Filer: Rolf Fasth/Sioan Smith 

Attorney Docket Number: 664.1 078CON3 

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

STATUTORY OR TERMINAL DISCLAIMER 1814 1 160 160 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 160 
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Doc Code: DISQ.E.FILE 
Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer- Approved 

Application No.: 15376558 

Filing Date: 12-Dec-2016 

Applicant/Patent under Reexamination: Vaarala 

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer filed on March 21,2017 

C8J APPROVED 

This patent is subject to a terminal disclaimer 

D DISAPPROVED 

Approved/Disapproved by: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer automatically approved by EFS-Web 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 28686366 

Application Number: 15376558 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 2506 

Title of Invention: 
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sami Vaarala 

Customer Number: 33369 

Filer: Rolf Fasth/Sioan Smith 

Filer Authorized By: Rolf Fasth 

Attorney Docket Number: 664.1 078CON3 

Receipt Date: 21-MAR-2017 

Filing Date: 12-DEC-2016 

TimeStamp: 08:00:57 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type DA 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $160 

RAM confirmation Number 0321171NTEFSVV00010232060243 

Deposit Account 060243 

Authorized User Sloan Smith 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees) 

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 
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37 CFR 1.19 (Document supply fees) 

37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees) 

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes}/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

35957 

1 Electronic Terminal Disclaimer-Filed eTerminai-Disclaimer.pdf no 3 
f701 04e0960abfa721 a3557d092a9206f6d5 

Baal 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30249 

2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info. pdf no 2 
3a289040a6544c1ffc3d719211 daa1f70231 

ead3 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 66206 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Agglications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Agglication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Agglication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Electronic Version v1.1 
Stylesheet Version v1.2 

SUBMISSION TYPE: 

NATURE OF CONVEYANCE: 

CONVEYING PARTY DATA 

SAM I VAARALA 

ANTTI NUOPPONEN 

RECEIVING PARTY DATA 

504208866 02/02/2017 

PATENT ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET 

NEW ASSIGNMENT 

ASSIGNMENT 

Name 

Name: MPH TECHNOLOGIES OY 

Street Address: KEILARANTA 1 

City: Fl-02150 ESPOO 

State/Country: FINLAND 

PROPERTY NUMBERS Total: 1 

Property Type Number 

Application Number: 15376558 

CORRESPONDENCE DATA 

Fax Number: 

EPASID:PAT4255543 

Execution Date 

12/07/2016 

12/31/2016 

Correspondence will be sent to the e-mail address first; if that is unsuccessful, it will be sent 
using a fax number, if provided; if that is unsuccessful, it will be sent via US Mail. 
Email: sloan.smith@fasthlaw.com 
Correspondent Name: FASTH LAW OFFICES 
Address Line 1: 1206 STANRIDGE DRIVE 
Address Line 4: RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 27613 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER: 664.1 078CON3 

NAME OF SUBMITTER: ROLF FASTH 

SIGNATURE: /rfasth/ 

DATE SIGNED: 02/02/2017 

This document serves as an Oath/Declaration (37 CFR 1.63). 

Total Attachments: 4 
source=DECL_ASN#page1.tif 
source=DECL_ASN#page2.tif 
source=DECL_ASN#page3.tif 
source=DECL_ASN#page4.tif 
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Attorney Ref. No. 664.1078CON3 PATENT 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEt1ARK OFFICE 

In re application of 

Sami Vaarala, Antti Nuopponen 

Serial No. 15/376,558 

Filed: 12 December 2016 

For: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
SENDING A MESSAGE 
THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 

Date: 16 ,January 2017 

Confirmation No. 2506 

C:E?T:!:FICATE OF ~iiGLING 

I HEREBY C:E?T:!:FY TH_i;.T THIS PAPER AND THE L<~C~JMEt-JT3 

EEFERRED TO AS BEINr:; ~.TTACEED OR ENCLOSED HEFE\"JITH 

AB..E BEING FORl··JARDED TO THE cor,1r-ns~:IONER FCR 

P_~TEN'I'S, UNITED 3T1-\.TES P_._l\.TENT OFFICE ELECTFONICALLY 

ON Janua~y 16, 2017 

/rfasth/ 
Rolf Fasth 
Attorney for Applicant 

TRANSMITTAL LETTER 

ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 
COfvri'1ISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced application are the 
follovving: 

(X) Inventors' Oath or Declaration 
(X) The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any 

additional fees which may be required in connection with 
the filing of this correspondence, or credit over-payment, 
to Account No. 06-0243. 

FASTH LA1fJ OFFICES 
1206 Stanridge Drive 

Respectfully submitted, 

FASTH LAW OFFICES 

/rfasth/ 

Rolf Fasth 
Registration No. 36,999 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27613-7063 USA 
Tel: +1-910-687-0001 
Fax: +1-919-882-1265 

Attorney Ref. No. 664.1078CON3 
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CONNECTION 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sami Vaarala 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEt1ARK OFFICE 
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THROUGH A SECURE 
CONNECTION 
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ON De-:-.:sr~l:er 28, 2016 

/rfasth/ 
Rolf Fasth 
Attorney for Applicant 
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ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 
COfvri'1ISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced application are the 
follovving: 

(X) Corrected ADS 
(X) The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any 

additional fees which may be required in connection with 
the filing of this correspondence, or credit over-payment, 
to Account No. 06-0243. 

FASTH LA1fJ OFFICES 
1206 Stanridge Drive 

Respectfully submitted, 

FASTH LAW OFFICES 

/rfasth/ 

Rolf Fasth 
Registration No. 36,999 
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U.S. Patent and Tr;;d<:>nK<ok Ollief!; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

UiHJ~' the P~p~r~~~ofk R{~xk,(cikln .Act of i995, rw p~fOf'.lfH-; ~r~ n~~qt:kef~ to respon.d to~ oo!!~t:::tion 'Jf irift";Pnatk~f~ 1.mt~~~ it cnnt~"tin~ ;~ v~Hd OMB ~;f;f!tr~.'tt ru;mb~r. 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

The appllca!.ion data sheet is part of the pr<wlslona! or nonprcvisiona! application for whiCh it ts being submitted. The fo!lo~ving furrn contains the 
bibliographic data arrangetJ in a format specifted by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76. 
This document may be completed electtonie<JIIy and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing Sys!em (EFS) or the 
document may be printed and Included in a paper filed application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2: 

D Portions or all of the application associated vv1th this Application Data Sheet may fa!! under a Secrecy Order pursuant to 
37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that faU under Secrecy Order may not be filed e!ectronicaUy.) 

Inventor Information: 

Inventor 1 I R~mP:~ r~ ! 
Legal Name 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

Sami Vaara!a 

Residence Information (Select One} 0 US Residency rio 
\,j Non US Residency C' j Act1ve US Military Serv1<:e 

City Helsinki Jcountry of Residence i JFI 

Mailing Address of Inventor: 

Address 1 Neljas Unja 22A 

Address 2 

City J FIN-00503 Helsinki J State/Province J 
Postal Code I Fl J Countryi J Fl 

Inventor 2 I ffl~WM~ l 
Legal Name 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

An ttl Nuopponen 

Residence Information (Select One) () US Residency t.!) Non US Residency 
.. -, 
\.) Adive US Milimry Setvice 

City Espoo !country of Residence! I Fl 

Mailing Address of Inventor: 

Address 1 Kaksoiskiventie 7-9 A 1 

Address 2 

City I F!N-02760 Espoo ! State/Province ! 
Postal Code j Fl [ Countryi I Fl 

A!! Inventors Must Be Listed - Addition a! Inventor Information blocks may be I #.@ ! generated within this forrn by selecting the Add button, 

Correspondence Information: 
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llppr<Jv<;.:J fGn:sG through \l4i3012017. OM!:l 065 Hl032 
U.S. Patent and Tr;;d<:>nK<ok Ollief!; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Und~r the P~per-<.•'C>rk Re<h.H~ti<m Act ot 1995, M per::..ons ~r'-l requite<l to respon<llo ~ collection (•f inti:>rmil!K•!1 'Jtl!E"SS it c<Jniein<> il ,,.alid OM6 wntml nwmb>::<r, 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

AppHcatlon Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below. 
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a). 

0 An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application, 

Customer Number 33369 

Email Address s!oan.smith@fas.thlaw ,com I I iiM~MW.li! ! !i.@i.!fMY.~@iw.ii.! 

Application Information: 
Title of the Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1 078CON3 I Small Entity Status Claimed D 
Application Type Non provisional 

Subject Matter Utility 

Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any} I 6 I Suggested Figure for Publication (if any) I 
Filing By Reference: 
Only mmplete this section when filing an application by reference under 35 U5,C 111 (c) and 37 CFH 1.57(a). Do not complete this section if 
application papE~rs including a spE~dfication and any drawings ar~~ bdng ~~~~~d, Any dom~~stk bE?m!nt orfon!lgn priority information must b~~ 
provid~d in th~ appropriat~ sectlon\s) b~low (i.e,, "Domestk Benefit/National Stag~ Information" and "Foreign Priority Information"). 

For the purpo~e:; of a f!ling date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the de~crlption ;md any drawings of the pt~~sent application are replaced by thl:; 
n~fenmn: to the pn:viously lliE~d app!icalion, subjE:ct to wnditions and rE~quln!m;:nts of 37 CFR l.S7(a). 

j_ 

Application number of the previously Filing d;3te (YYYY·MM·DD) Intellectual Prop~?<rty Authority or Country 
filed application 

Publication Information: 
O Request Early Publir.ation (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1 .. 219) 

Request Not to Publish. ! hereby request that the attached application not be publlshed under 

D 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the 
subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires 
publication at eighteen rnonths after filing, 

Representative Information: 

Representative information shollld be provided for all practitioners having a pov.;er of attorney in the application. Providing 
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32). 
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name secti.on below. If both sections are completed the customer 
Number will be used for the Representative Information dunng process1ng. 

Please Select One: ® Customer Number I 0 US Patent Practitioner I() Limited Recognition (:37 CFR '11.9) 

Customer Number 33369 
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V S Patent am.i 'f(9Qemari< Qff•ce U.S Of.PARTME.NT OF COMMERCE 
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r-------~-----~-------------~----~---------·-·················r··A~t;;~~;;·6;~k~t·N~·~~t;~;····l···66~··1-o7a-c·c;N;············----- .. --------.. --..................... .-....... , 
: Apphcatlon Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 ;-........................................... __. ............ -+ ............................................... ~---------1 
l ! Apphcation Number ; 
~--------------------------~-~--------~-------------------------~---------'~--; ____________________________________ , _________ , _______ ,,, .............. .-......... ----------1 
l Title of Invention : METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENO!NG A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 
L------------------------~--L ................. __ . _________________________________________ ~------------..................................................................................................... ________________ __! 

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information: 
fft1'iS-sectio·n·-.aiiows'for·t-he .. i:i'ppiica.nt'to"e(ther'ci'aT0-i~be.nefrt'under-35 US. C. 119{e ), {20, 121, 365{ c}. or 386{ c}.or indicate 1 
tNatior.ai Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing benefit daim information in the Application Data Sheet constitutes 
hhe specific reference required by 35 USC 119(e} or 120. and 37 CFR 1.78. l 
1\Nhen refemng to tne current appiicat!or.. please !eave the ''Application Number" field blank. j 
!' ........ ;;;;~-~-f\;;;;;·;;~!;;~-st~t~;·: .. ·r;~~;;~9 .................................................. T ............................................................................... CA-~tr~-
i .............................................................. !" .................................................................... l ............................................................. r-----------¥iii'n9·-o;:·37-1'{c1-·-:-:-o-at-e----~~ 
! /\ppl!cation Number ! Ccmtinuity Type ! Prior Application Number! {YYYY-MM·DD; ! 
r ... 15375558 ...................................... t ... c;;;i;~;;~;;~;;·~;""""""'"""""""'""""'t'"153;·;;;;"'"""'"'"'"'"'""'"'"'"""t"'2016:·;·;~07 ................................ .,,.,,.,,1 
:--....... ?~;;~ .. A;;p·;;;~;;~~ .. st~t~;'!' .. r;~~;;;~9 ................................................... , .............................................................. i ................. ; .. B;;~; .. i ................................. 1 
:··--··--------------------------------------------------------,------------------------------------------------------.......... T ............................................................. :··---·------·F'm-n9·;;:·37'1TcY.baie-

Appiication Number Continuity Type I Prior Application Number I {YYYY~MM~DD) 

l------~~---~-~-----+--~---~---~--+-~---~---~-+--~---~---~-"""1 
l 15372208 ! Continuation of ! 13685544 ! 2012-11·26 , 

l=:::::~!i~~-:~~~ii~~~~::~!~~~~t:::::::~::::::::::~:~:::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J~:~~!i:r::::::::::::::::::::==:J 
! j j j Filing or 371{c) Date ! 
! Application Number ! Continuity Type ! Prior Application Number! (YYYY-MM-DD) l 
L ....................................................................................................................... l .......... __ ............. _. ...................... """··"··--·"·······'o'o ..... l."--·····'--·"--"""'"'"'" .................. " ...... " ....... ,. ....... ~ ...... ,. ....... " .... ,. ................. " ....................................................................... _~l 
! ·; :xmf:,f>44 ! Continuatton of ! 1 OS00930 ! 2005· 10-19 ! 
~---·--·--;;;;;~·;:~~-ii~~ii~;;--si~i~~--~---r~-;~~i;;·--·····------------·--·--------------·-------~-------------··------------------------------'-~------liR--------~-----t 
·-, ~--------~--~--· --~--------r-------·-----------------""-·r--·-------------------- T' -~ : ! Apphcat>on i ,.., . . .a . j Prior Application 

1
. Filing Date l Issue Date t 

, k< ,. . , ~.,;ontH·h,.,y fype : .,, b (YYYY "M DD} ! Patent Numoor , ;yyvy· .... DO' , 
: , .. urr:l:>e: : , '"um er ·••1 • • : 1 • "'""~'· 1 : 
~-----------~---4-·--------------------------------------~--+--------·-------------·----------- --------------------·---------+-------------------+---------~--~ 
l 1059093Q.. ! <l 37't 1.1! m;emSlt:onai ! PQTFW30~ ! 2003-01 .. 21 l ~3:4&942 1 2013·01-01 t 
~ ~. ~· ••...•. ·~~ .. .::~ .......................................... .;... .... :' ................ ~----· ............ --~· ........ .... :·:·::-:: .............. : .......... -::::. ................................. .......................................... J.. ................................................................................ ·.· .............. t .. ................ ~· -~ ................................. ~ ...................................................................................... { 

! Add;tiona! Domestic 8enef:t/National Stage Data may be generated w1thin this fom1 ! 
1 ... ~~--:~!=~-~~~-~-~:~~=-~-~~-~--~~~:r: ____ , ........... _________________ _., ................................................. ---~----------------·---............. .-..... ~------------------- i 

Foreign Priority Information: 
r···~································································································----------------------------------------------------........... ________ ........................................................... -,. .... ,. ..... __ ................................................. 1 
!Th:s s~ctn::::n aiiows for tr.e appiicant to cta>:n pnonty to a foreign app!lc.attor;, Providing this 1nformat!on tn the application data sheet 

!constitutes the c!a!m for priority as required by 35 U S.C 119{b) and 37 CFR 1.55 \<Vhen priority is C!<umed to a f<lreigr1 apptication 

ltMt is ~iig;bie for retrieval u.::der the priorrty ctccmnent exchange program (POX/ the information wilt be used by the Office to J 

\a"tomahcally attempt retneva: p~u:suant to 37 CFR t55{i)(1) anct (2) Under the POX progrf!m. ~opbcant bears the uitimate : 

iresponsibt1i!Y for ensuring that a copy of the f1.1reign applicatiOn is received by the Qffi;~e from the pMicipat:ng tore~gn inteHec.tual l,l 

l property office. or a certified copy of the foreign po1.1rity application ts filed. wlthin the t!me period spe<:!fied in 37 CFR 1 55( g)( 1) · 
: l : ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ " ................ "" .. """""'""""'"''""''·'···--··· .... ·""'''"" ............... ~ ........................................................... _r.... . .. ................................ ..._ ............... { 
: : R~mo~ i i 

'-~---~ { 

Application Number Countryi ) FiHr.g Date {YYYY-MM-DD) , Access Codel (1f applicable) 1 
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Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

AppHcatlon Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AlA (First Inventor to File) Transition 
Applications 

This application { 1) claims priority to or the beneflt of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also 
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed Invention that has an effective filing date on or after March 

0 16, 2013, 
NOTE; By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1 ]8, this application, with a filing date on or after March 
16, 2013, wi!l be examined under the first inventor to file provisions of the AlA 
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U.S. Patent and Tr;;d<:>nK<ok Ollief!; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Und~r the P~per-<.•'C>rk Re<h.H~ti<m Act ot 1995, M per::..ons ~r'-l requite<l to respon<llo ~ collection (•f inti:>rmil!K•!1 'Jtl!E"SS it c<Jniein<> il ,,.alid OM6 wntml nwmb>::<r, 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

AppHcatlon Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access: 

When this Application Data Sheet is properly signed and filed with the application, applicant has provided written 
authority to permit a participating foreign intellectual pmperty (!P) office access to the instant application-as-filed {see 
paragraph A in subsection ·1 below) and the European Patent Office (EPO) access to any search results from the instant 
application (see paragraph Bin subsection 1 below). 

Should applicant choose not to provide an authorization identified in subsection 1 below, applicant mm~t9Pt~9J-!J of the 
authorization by checking tile corresponding box A or B or both in subsection 2 below, 

N.O.TE: This section of the Application Data Sheet is QNlY reviewed and processed with the IN.liJ.Al. filing of an 
appHc.ation_ After the initial filing of an application, an Application Data Sheet cannot be used to provide or rescind 
authorization for access by a foreign IP offlce(s). Instead, Fom1 PTO/SB/39 or PTO/SB/69 must be used as appropriate, 

1. Authorization to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s) 

A, .Pr.iP.r.iiY.J)Q!;;~me.n.tE.~.G.h.@n.geJP..PX.} ~Unless box A in subsection 2 (optyout of authorization) is checked, the 
undersigned hereby gn.~JJJ$ . .l!JJ! ... U.S.ei9.JlYlb.9r.itY to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Offic.e 
(JPO), the Korean !ntellectllal Property Office (KIPO}, the State Intellectual Property Office of the People's Republic of 
China (SIPO), the World lnte!!ectua! Property Organization (WIPO}, and any other foreign inteUectual property office 
participating vvit!1 the USPTO in a bilateral or multilateral p1iorlty document exchange agreement in which a foreign 
application claiming priority to the instant patent application is filed, access to: (1) the instant patent app!ication~as~filed 
and its related bibliographic data, (2) any foreign or domestic application to \Vhich priority or benefit is claimed by the 
instant application and its related bibliographic data. and (3) the date of tHing of this Authorization. See 37 CFR 1.14{h) 
(1 ), 

B. S..~.ar~b. .. R~.$,Y.lt$Jr.oxn.JJ.,.S., .. AP.PJl(;At.i.PJHP .. E.P.Q- Unless box Bin subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked, 
the undersigned hereby gnuJ~ .. tl:u~JJS.PIQ ... ~.YtflPrJ.ty to provide the EPO access to the bibliographic data and searc-h 
results from the instant patent application when a European patent application daiming priority to the instant patent 
application is filed. See 37 C FR 1. 14(h )(2). 

The applicant is reminded that the EPO's Rule 141 ( 1) EPC (European Patent Convention) requires applicants to submit a 
copy of search results from the instant application without delay in a European patent application that claims priority to 
the instant application. 

2. Opt-Out of Authorizations to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s) 

A. Applicant P.QE$3~QJ authorize tile USPTO to permit a participating foreign IP office access to the instant 
0 application-asyflled. If this box is checked, the USPTO wm not be providing a participating foreign !P offir.e Vv'ith 

any documents and information identified in subsection 1A above. 

B. Applicant .D..O.ES .. NQI authorize the USPTO to transmit to the EPO any search results from the instant patent 
D application. If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing the EPO with search results from the instant 

application, 

NOTE: Once the .application has published or is otherwise publicly available, the USPTO may provide access to the 
application in accordance with 37 CFR ·1, 14. 
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PTOIAIA/14 (i·!-15} 

llppr<Jv<;.:J fGn:sG through \l4i3012017. OM!:l 065 Hl032 
U.S. Patent and Tr;;d<:>nK<ok Ollief!; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Und~r the P~per-<.•'C>rk Re<h.H~ti<m Act ot 1995, M per::..ons ~r'-l requite<l to respon<llo ~ collection (•f inti:>rmil!K•!1 'Jtl!E"SS it c<Jniein<> il ,,.alid OM6 wntml nwmb>::<r, 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

AppHcatlon Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Applicant Information: 

Pmvidmg assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of pmi 3 of Title 37 of CFR 
to have an assignment recorded by the Office 

Applicant 1 
If the applicant is the inventor {or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed. 
The information to be provided in this section is the name and address of the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR 
143; or the name and address of the assignee, person to \~'hom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the Invention, or person 
who otherwise sho,_..'S sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1 A6. If the applicant is an 
applicant under 37 CFR 1 A6 (assignee, person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign, or person who otherwise shows sufficient 
proprietary interest} together with one or more joint inventors, then the joint iriVentor or inventors \>Vho are also the applicant should be 
identified in this section. I §.Mm l 
~) Assigne~~ { ~ I ---, 

'-" 
Legal Representative under 35 U . .S,C 117 jc' ~.) .. Joint Inventor 

r"' \... ..... ) Person to whom the Inventor is obllgat~d to assign, I() Person who sho\tvs sufficient proprietary 1nterest 

!f applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is: 

! 
Name of the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor: I 
If the App!!cant is an Orpanization check here. t8J 
Organization Name l MPH Technologies Oy 

Mailing Address Information For Applicant: 

Address1 Keilaranta i 

Address 2 

City Fl-02150 Espoo State/Province 

Countr~ I Fl Postal Code F! 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address 

Additional Applicant Data rnay be generated within this forrn by selecting the Add button. 

Assignee Information including Non .. Applicant Assignee Information: 

Providing assignment Information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 
37 of CFR to have an assignment recorded by the Office. 
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PTOIAIA/14 (i·!-15} 

llppr<Jv<;.:J fGn:sG through \l4i3012017. OM!:l 065 Hl032 
U.S. Patent and Tr;;d<:>nK<ok Ollief!; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Und~r the P~per-<.•'C>rk Re<h.H~ti<m Act ot 1995, M per::..ons ~r'-l requite<l to respon<llo ~ collection (•f inti:>rmil!K•!1 'Jtl!E"SS it c<Jniein<> il ,,.alid OM6 wntml nwmb>::<r, 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

AppHcatlon Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Assignee 1 

Complete this section if assignee information, inciLiding non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent 
application publication. An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information" section will appear on the patent application 
publiealion as an applicant For an assignee-;;~pplieant, complete this section only if identification as an assignee is also desired on the 
patent app!icaUon publite.-ation. 

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here, 0 
Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

Mailing Address lnfonnation For Assignee including Non~Applicant Assignee: 

Address 1 

Address 2 

City l State/Province 

Countryi I Postal Code 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address 

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by 
selecting the Add button, 

Signature: 
NOTE: This Application Data Sheet must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1 .. 33(b). However, if this Application 
Data Sheet is submitted with the INITIAl, filing of the application ~m:t either box A or B is OQt checked in 
subsection 2 of the "Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access" sectionj then this form must 
also be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1. 14(c), 

This Application Data Sheet ffiM§.! be signed by a patent practitioner if one or more of the applicants is a juristic 
entity (e.g,, corporation or association). If tile applicant is two or more Joint inventors, this form must be signed by a 
patent prar.titioner, ~1! joint inventors who are the applicant, or one or more joint inventor~app!icants who have been given 
power of attorney {e.g, see USPTO Form PTO/AIA/81) on behalf of ~H joint inventor-applicants, 

See 37 CFR. 1.4(d} for the manner of making signatures and cert!fic-.ations. 

Signature lffasth/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD} 2016-12-28 

First Name Rolf j Last Name j Fasth Registration Number 36999 

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. 
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PTOIAIA/14 (i·!-15} 

llppr<Jv<;.:J fGn:sG through \l4i3012017. OM!:l 065 Hl032 
U.S. Patent and Tr;;d<:>nK<ok Ollief!; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Und~r the P~per-<.•'C>rk Re<h.H~ti<m Act ot 1995, M per::..ons ~r'-l requite<l to respon<llo ~ collection (•f inti:>rmil!K•!1 'Jtl!E"SS it c<Jniein<> il <ialid OM6 wntml nwmb>::<r, 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

AppHcatlon Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1 .76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 
is to file (and by the l!SPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This 
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete. including gatherin~j, preparing, and submitting ihe Cl)tnp!eled application data 
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to 
complete this form and/or suggestions tor reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnfonnation Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P_Q_ Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR 
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313~1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Priv<KY .Ar~t<:~f 1974 (PL 93-579) requires that ym1 b.-o given certain infotmiltion in connection with your wbmis;;km of the attached km11 related to a patent 
application or p<ltenl. Accord in~1ly. ptlrStJant to the reqo.1irernents of the Act, please be .:.dvi~ed th.:.t: ( 1 :1 the gP.neral authority for thP. <:oiled ion <.>f thi~ ink>rrnatlon 
is 35 US. C. 2(b)(2); {2) fwnishing o.Yf the infonnation wlidterJ b vollmtilty; i:lnd (3) the prindpillf.>llrpi)S<::> kw which thr.> in!ormati<.>n is <.l;;ed by the U.S. Pat<::>nt and 
Tri:lderni:ltk C>flke is to proces~ and/or e>:amine :y'l>l!r $Ubmbk>n rebted K> 11 patent ilpplic:iltion or patent If you do not furnish the req1.1ested infomMtion, the U.S. 
Patent and Trad<mlilrk Oflke mily not be ilble to ptoc•:oss ilnd/or exarnine your ~ubmissk>n, 'Nhkh m<Jy restllt intermin<~tion of pro.::eedings or ab<Jnd,_mrnent of 
the <tpplkation or expir<ition of the patent 

Tlw inlom>;,~tk>n on this l<mn will be tre<ttecl wnfkhentiillly to the e.~tent illlow'ld under the rreedorn <-lf lnlorrnation Act ($U.S .C. 55:2) and the Privacy 
1\':\ (5 US.C. 552<~). Records ft·om this sy;;tem of rewrd5 rn<ty be disdl)S~d t<.> the Dev>ttrnent ofJm:tk10 todeterrninewh,:;ther the Freedom of 
lnf<.:~rm<Jtion Act r<::>quire> disdo:>ure of the>!:' record>. 

:2. A record lrom thi;; sy>tem of records may bediz.dosed, as <J routine use,. in the c<.Rtr:>e of presenting evidence to a court. rna~1istrate, or administr<ltive 
tribunal. indtldinr~ dhdr.l5Ures to oppo:>inr,J C'-lUnz.el in the c.otn>.-o of >.-ottlernent negoti<Jtiom. 

3 ,<\ re<:ord in this system of re<:C>rcl;; may be dlsdosed,. <ts il r'-1utine use, to a Member ofCongre~~ ><Jbtnitting;:. reqt1est involving ar-1 individual. to whom 
the reo::ord pertains, when the individuill ha;; requested a5sistan.::e from the Member with re;;pe<:t to the stlbjen matter of the rec<-lrd, 

4. .A recwd in this sy;;t<::>m of rewr~.h nMy be disdC>sed, as il routine t~se, to il contract'-1r of the A~)en<:y havin~1 ne10d k)r \he inforrn;~tion in order t'-1 perkwm 
<~ c.ontr,=K.t. !\e<.:ipients C>f information >hi.JII be reqltired to wmply with the mquirem;;nts <.1f the Priv~c.y ,<kt <,lf 1974 .. as <Jrrwnded. pLtrsuilnt to 51J.5.C 
55:2il(tn). 

5. A rec<->rd relat;;d to an lntem<tti·Oil<tl App!k<ttlot1liled under the Patent Cooperatkm Trf!'aty in thi> sy;;tem ofrewrds may be disdosed, as .a routine us-e, 
to the lnt~mati<.mal Bureau o! th.-o World lntd!er.:tttal Pwperty Orwmimtion, p<.trsu.:.nt to the Patent C'-l<>pel<ltionlrr.>a\y. 

6. A rec-:.>rd in this system of re<:C>rcl;; may be dlsdosed,. <ts il r<..1utine use, to another ledetill <Jgency lor purpo;;es of N;:.tion;:.l Security review (35 U.S. C. '18l l 
and lOr review purswmt lo the At'->mk Energy ,<\(t {'12 U.S.C. 218(.::)). 

7. A rec<..>rd !wrn this sy>t<::>m ol recwr.b m<:1y be disdosed, <t> 11 rnt~t.ine use, to the Admini>trator, General Servi<.:P.>, or hb/her des.i9nee, d<.trinq an 
in$per~tion o! record:; r~ondur~ted by GSA a~ p;nt ollh.:~t agency', re,ponsibi!ity to rt:·wmrn<::>nd impn.wernents in records m<~n<H:Iement pr<~dke> and 
progrmns, 1.1ndet ;:.uthority of44 U.S.C:. 2:904 and 2:906. Such disdo;;wre shill! be rn11de in <tc<:ord<Jnce with the •:JS,<\ reguliltlons gowrninglnspe.::tkm of 
re(ords for this putpo:>e, and any C>ther relevant (i.e., GSA or Cornmet<:d directive. Sw<:h disdosure shall not be u;;ed to rr1ake detenninations abottt 
individuals. 

8.. A rec<..m) !rom thi, s:r>km ol recwd~ rn<:1y be dis.d1.)sed, as a f\.)t~!ine l.lS.~:\ t<:> the publk i:!lter <::>ither publkati<.)n of th<;> applk.stion pwrw<:1nt t<.) 351) .~;,(:. 
'1:2:2(b)or i>S<K'u1ce of<J patent pWS\.Idnt to 3$ U.S.C:. '15'!, further, a record m.:oybe clbdosed, subje-:t to the limit<Jtiom of37 Cf-R l, l4,as a mLttine use, 
to the pto~blk if the record wasllled in an applkation whkh became al:!ilndoned or in which the pr<-Keedings we:te terminated and which app!k<Jtion i;; 
rr::ferenn•d by either a published appli<.<ttion, an applk11tinn open to ptlblic impedion> or <Jn i55uP.d p,.;tent. 

9. A rec<:.rd trorn this sy:;t<::>m ol recwd;; may be disdosed .. <t> a routine use, to a Fed<::>ral, Stat<::>, or locallilw enk1rcement agency, irthe USPTO ber.:<Jmes 
awar<::> of« vit>lation or rx>terltial viol11tio.1n oi 1~·,, l>r r.-oqulatk>n. 
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New International Agglication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

NUMBER 
FILING or 

37l(c)DATE FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO 

15/376,558 12/12/2016 1740 664.1078CON3 10 1 

33369 
FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

CONFIRMATION NO. 2506 
FILING RECEIPT 

llllllllllllllllllllllll~~m~~m~m~u~~~~ 11111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 12/27/2016 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

lnventor(s) 

Applicant( s) 

Sami Vaarala, Helsinki, FINLAND; 
Antti Nuopponen, Espoo, FINLAND; 

MPH Technologies Oy, Espoo, FINLAND; 

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 33369 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a CON of 15/372,208 12/07/2016 
which is a CON of 13/685,544 11/26/2012 
which is a CON of 10/500,930 10/19/2005 PAT 8346949 

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution 
Highway program at the USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None. 
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheet in order to constitute a claim to 
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76. 

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes 

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes 

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as 
appropriate. 

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 12/19/2016 
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The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 
is US 15/376,558 

Projected Publication Date: 04/06/2017 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
Title 

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Preliminary Class 

726 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AlA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4258). 
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GRANTED 

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 

Select USA 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for 
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources 
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to 
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor 
community; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states, 
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic development organizations on investment 
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop 
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http://www.SelectUSA.gov or call 
+ 1-202-482-6800. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

15/376,558 12/12/2016 

33369 
FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

Sami Vaarala 664.1 078CON3 
CONFIRMATION NO. 2506 

IMPROPER CFR REQUEST 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII]~!I]~~~~~~~~U~I~~~Illll] 11111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 12/27/2016 

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT 

Continuity, Priority Claims, Petitions, and Non-Publication Requests 

In response to your request for a corrected Filing Receipt, the Office is unable to comply with your request 
because: 

Improper Priority Claim(s) to Prior-Filed Foreign Application(s) 

The instant application was not filed within twelve (12) months from the filing date of the prior-filed foreign 
application, and there is no benefit claim to an intermediate nonprovisional or international application 
designating the United States filed within 12 months of the filing date of the foreign application. Applicant 
should review each priority claim submitted and, if appropriate, provide the proper reference to any 
intermediate application filed within 12 months of the filing date of the foreign application in compliance with 
37 CFR 1.78, or delete the priority claim. For applications filed on or after September 16, 2012, applicant must 
submit a corrected application data sheet (ADS) to include a specific reference. 

Alternatively, if the instant application (or intermediate application) was filed within 14 months of the prior 
foreign application, applicant may file a petition (in the instant application) to restore the right of priority if the 
delay in filing the application within the 12 month time period was unintentional. See 37 CFR 1.55 for the 
requirements of a petition to restore the right of priority. 

For applications filed on or after September 16, 2012, applicant must submit a corrected application data 
sheet (ADS) to include a foreign priority claim. 

Timeliness: The required reference for the benefit claim to an intermediate nonprovisional or international 
application designating the United States must be filed during the pendency of the instant application and 
within the later of: (1) four months from the actual filing date of the instant application, or the national stage 
commencement date if the instant application is a national stage application under 35 U.S.C. 371; or (2) 
sixteen months from the filing date of the prior-filed application. Failure to timely file the required reference 
is considered a waiver of any benefit claim, unless a grantable petition to accept an unintentionally delayed 
claim under 37 CFR 1.78, the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(m), and the required reference are filed. 
Prior-Filed Nonprovisional Application has been Improperly Indicated as a National 
Stage (35 U.S.C. 371) Application 

Applicant submitted a benefit claim to a prior-filed nonprovisional application and improperly indicated that the 
prior-filed application is a national stage application under 35 U.S.C. 371. The Office's records show that the 
prior-filed application is an application filed under 35 U.S.C. 111 (a). The Office has entered the benefit claim 
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to the prior-filed application as a benefit claim to an application filed under 35 U.S. C. 111 (a). Any request for 
a corrected filing receipt to include the indication that the prior-filed application is a national stage application 
will not be granted unless applicant supplies evidence that the prior application was in fact a national stage 
application. Accordingly, applicant should not submit such request without such evidence. Applicant should 
submit a corrected application data sheet (ADS) to delete the indication that the prior-filed application is a 
national stage application. 

/nhassani/ 

Questions about the contents of this notice and the 
requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office 

of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit, at 
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101. 
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United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virgmia 22313-1450 
\VVi\V.USpto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

Sami Vaarala 664.1 078CON3 
CONFIRMATION NO. 2506 

INFORMAL NOTICE 
FASTH LAW OFFICES (ROLF FASTH) 
1206 Stanridge Drive IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII]~!I]~~~~~~~~U~I~~~III ~11111111111111111111111111 
Raleigh, NC 27613-7063 

Date Mailed: 12/27/2016 

INFORMATIONAL NOTICE TO APPLICANT 

Applicant is notified that the above-identified application contains the deficiencies noted below. No period for 
reply is set forth in this notice for correction of these deficiencies. However, if a deficiency relates to the inventor's 
oath or declaration, the applicant must file an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, or a substitute 
statement in compliance with 37 CFR 1.64, executed by or with respect to each actual inventor no later than the 
expiration of the time period set in the "Notice of Allowability" to avoid abandonment. See 37 CFR 1.53(f). 

The item(s) indicated below are also required and should be submitted with any reply to this notice to avoid 
further processing delays. 

• A properly executed inventor's oath or declaration has not been received for the following inventor(s): 
Sami Vaarala 
AnttiNuopponen 

/megga/ 

Questions about the contents of this notice and the 
requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office 

of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit, at 
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING 

A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

PRIOR APPLICATIONS 

5 This application is a U.S. Continuation Patent Application 

that claims priority from U.S. Continuation Patent 

Application No. 15/372,208, filed 7 December 2016 that 

claims priority from U.S. Continuation Patent Application 

No. 13/685,544, filed 26 November 2012 that claims priority 

10 from US Patent Application Serial No. 10/500,930, filed 19 

October 2005, which claims priority from PCT/FI03/00045, 

filed 21 January 2003, that claims priority from Finnish 

Pat. App. No. 20020112, filed 22 Jan 2002. 

15 TECHNICAL FIELD 

The method and system of the invention are intended to 

secure connections in telecommunication networks. 

Especially, it is meant for wireless Internet Service 

Provider (ISP) connections. 

20 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

An internetwork is a collection of individual networks 

connected with intermediate networking devices that 

function as a single large network. Different networks can 
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be interconnected by routers and other networking devices 

to create an internetwork. 

A local area network (LAN) is a data network that covers a 

relatively small geographic area. It typically connects 

5 workstations, personal computers, printers and other 

devices. A wide area network (V.JAN) is a data communication 

network that covers a relatively broad geographic area. 

V.Jide area networks (V.JANS) interconnect LANs across normal 

telephone lines and, for instance, optical networks; 

10 thereby interconnecting geographically disposed users. 

There is a need to protect data and resources from 

disclosure, to guarantee the authenticity of data, and to 

protect systems from network based attacks. More in detail, 

there is a need for confidentiality (protecting the 

15 contents of data from being read) integrity (protecting the 

data from being modified, which is a property that is 

independent of confidentiality), authentication (obtaining 

assurance about she actual sender of data), replay 

protection (guaranteeing that data is fresh, and not a copy 

20 of previously sent data), identity protection (keeping the 

identities of parties exchanging data secret from 

outsiders), high availability, i.e. denial-of-service 

protection (ensuring that the system functions even when 
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under attack) and access control. IPSec is a technology 

providing most of these, but not all of them. (In 

particulars identity protection is not completely handled 

by IPSec, and neither is denial-of-service protection.) 

5 The IP security protocols (IPSec) provides the capability 

to secure communications between arbitrary hosts, e.g. 

across a LAN, across private and public wide area networks 

(\rV'l'-.Ns) and across the internet IPSec can be used in 

different ways, such as for building secure virtual private 

10 networks, to gain a secure access to a company network, or 

to secure communication with other organisations, ensuring 

authentication and confidentiality and providing a key 

exchange mechanism. IPSec ensures confidentiality 

integrity, authentication, replay protection, limited 

15 traffic flow confidentiality, limited identity protection, 

and access control based on authenticated identities. Even 

if some applications already have built in security 

protocols, the use of IPSec further enhances the security. 

IPSec can encrypt and/or authenticate traffic at IP level. 

20 Traffic going in to a WAN is typically compressed and 

encrypted and traffic coming from a ~>JAN is decrypted and 

decompressed. IPSec is defined by certain documents, which 

contain rules for the IPSec architecture. The documents 
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that define IPSec, are, for the time being, the Request For 

Comments (RFC) series of the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF), in particular, RFCs 2401-2412. 

Two protocols are used to provide security at the IP layer; 

5 an authentication protocol designated by the header of the 

protocol, Authentication Header (AH), and a combined 

encryption/authentication protocol designated by the format 

of the packet for that protocol, Encapsulating Security 

Payload (ESP) AH and ESP are however similar protocols, 

10 both operating by adding a protocol header. Both AH and ESP 

are vehicles for access control based on the distribution 

of cryptographic keys and the management of traffic flows 

related to these security protocols. 

Security association (SA) is a key concept in the 

15 authentication and the confidentiality mechanisms for IP. A 

security association is a one-way relationship between a 

sender and a receiver that offers security services to the 

traffic carried on it if a secure two-way relationship is 

needed, then two security associations are required. If ESP 

20 and AH are combined, or if ESP and/or AH are applied more 

than once, the term SA bundle is used, meaning that two or 

more SAs are used. Thus, SA bundle refers to one or more 

SAs applied in sequence, e.g. by first performing an ESP 
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protection, and then an AH protection. The SA bundle is the 

combination of all S}1.s used to secure a packet. 

The term IPsec connection is used in what follows in place 

of an IPSec bundle of one or more security associations, or 

5 a pair of IPSec bundles-one bundle for each direction-of 

one or more security associations. This term thus covers 

both unidirectional and bi-directional traffic protection. 

There is no implication of symmetry of the directions, 

i.e., the algorithms and IPSec transforms used for each 

10 direction may be different. 

A security association is uniquely identified by three 

parameters. The first one, the Security Parameters Index 

(SPI), is a bit string assigned to this SA The SPI is 

carried in AH and ESP headers to enable the receiving 

15 system to select the SA under which a received packet will 

be processed. IP destination address is the second 

parameter, which is the address of the destination end 

point of the SA, which may be an end user system or a 

network system such as a firewall or a router. The third 

20 parameter, the security protocol identifier indicates 

whether the association is an AH or ESP security 

association. 
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In each IPSec implementation, there is a nominal security 

association data base (SADB) that defines the parameters 

associated with each SA. A security association is normally 

defined by the following parameters. The Sequence Number 

5 Counter 1s a 32-bit value used to generate the sequence 

number field in P"H or ESP headers. The Sequence Counter 

Overflow is a flag indicating whether overflow of the 

sequence number counter should generate an auditable event 

and prevent further transmission of packets on this SA. An 

10 Anti-Replay Window is used to determine whether an inbound 

AH or ESP packet is a replay. AH information involves 

information about the authentication algorithm, keys and 

related parameters being used with AH. ESP information 

involves information of encryption and authentication 

15 algorithms, keys, initialisation vectors, and related 

parameters being used with IPSec. AH information consists 

of the authentication algorithm, keys and related 

parameters being used with AH. ESP information consists of 

encryption and authentication algorithms, keys, 

20 cryptographic initialisation vectors and related parameters 

being used with ESP. The sixth parameter, Lifetime of this 

Security Association, is a time-interval and/or byte-count 

after which this SA must be replaced with a new SA (and new 

SPI) or terminated plus an indication of which of these 
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actions should occur. IPSec Protocol Mode is either tunnel 

or transport mode. Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU), an optional 

feature, defines the maximum size of a packet that can be 

transmitted without fragmentation. Optionally an MTU 

5 discovery protocol may be used to determine the actual MTU 

for a given route, however, such a protocol is optional. 

Both AH and ESP support two modes used, transport and 

tunnel mode. 

Transport mode provides protection primarily for upper 

10 layer protocols and extends to the payload of an IP packet 

Typically, transport mode is used for end-to-end 

communication betvJeen bvo hosts. Transport mode may be used 

in conjunction with a tunnelling protocol, other than IPSec 

tunnelling, to provide a tunnelling capability. 

15 Tunnel mode provides protection to the entire IP packet and 

is usually used for sending messages through more than two 

components, although tunnel mode may also be used for end

to-end communication between two hosts. Tunnel mode is 

often used when one or both ends of a SA is a security 

20 gateway, such as a firewall or a router that implements 

IPSec. With tunnel mode, a number of hosts on networks 

behind fire~valls may engage in secure communications 
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without implementing IPSec. The unprotected packets 

generated by such hosts are tunnelled through external 

networks by tunnel mode SAs set up by the IPSec software in 

the firewall or secure router at boundary of the local 

5 nebvork. 

To achieve this, after the AH or ESP fields are added to 

the IP packet, the entire packet plus security fields are 

treated as the payload of a new outer IP packet with a new 

outer IP header. The entire original, or inner, packet 

10 travels through a tunnel from one point of an IP network to 

another: no routers along the way are able to examine the 

inner IP packet. Because the original packet is 

encapsulated, the new larger packet may have totally 

different source and destination addresses, adding to the 

15 security. In other words, the first step in protecting the 

packet using tunnel mode is to add a new IP header to the 

packet; thus the ~IPipayload" packet becomes 

~IPIIPipayload". The next step is to secure the packet 

using ESP and/or AH. In case of ESP, the resulting packet 

20 is ~IPiESPiiPipayload". The whole inner packet is covered 

by the ESP and/or AH protection. AH also protects parts of 

the outer header, in addition to the whole inner packet. 
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The IPSec tunnel mode operates e.g. in such a way that if a 

host on a network generates an IP packet with a destination 

address of another host on another network, the packet is 

routed from the originating host to a security gateway 

5 (SGW), firewall or other secure router at the boundary of 

the first network. The SGW or the like filters all outgoing 

packets to determine the need for IPSec processing. If this 

packet from the first host to another host requires IPSec, 

the firewall performs IPSec processing and encapsulates the 

10 packet in an outer IP header. The source IP address of this 

outer IP header is this firewall and the destination 

address may be a firewall that forms the boundary to the 

other local network. This packet is now routed to the other 

host's firewall with intermediate routers examining only 

15 the outer IP header At the other host firewall, the outer 

IP header is stripped off and the inner packet is delivered 

to the other host. 

ESP in tunnel mode encrypts and optionally authenticates 

the entire inner IP packet, including the inner IP header 

20 AH in tunnel mode authenticates the entire inner IP packet, 

including the inner IP header, and selected portions of the 

outer IP header. 
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The key management portion of IPSec involves the 

determination and distribution of secret keys. The default 

automated key management protocol for IPSec is referred to 

as ISAKMP/Oakley and consists of the Oakley key 

5 determination protocol and Internet Security Association 

and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) . Internet key exchange 

(IKE) is a newer name for the ISAKMP/Oakley protocol. IKE 

is based on the Diffie-Hellman algorithm and supports RSA 

signature authentication among other modes. IKE is an 

10 extensible protocol, and allows future and vendor-specific 

features to be added without compromising functionality. 

IPSec has been designed to provide confidentiality, 

integrity, and replay protection for IP packets. However, 

IPSec is intended to work with static network topology, 

15 where hosts are fixed to certain subnetworks. For instance, 

when an IPSec tunnel has been formed by using Internet Key 

Exchange (IKE) protocol, the tunnel endpoints are fixed and 

remain constant. If IPSec is used with a mobile host, the 

IKE key exchange will have to be redone from every new 

20 visited network. This is problematic, because IKE key 

exchanges involve computationally expensive Diffie-Hellman 

key exchange algorithm calculations and possibly RSA 

calculations. Furthermore, the key exchange requires at 
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least three round trips (six messages) if using the IKE 

aggressive mode followed by IKE quick mode, and nine 

messages if using IKE main mode followed by IKE quick mode. 

This may be a big problem in high latency networks, such as 

5 General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) regardless of the 

computational expenses. 

In this text, the term mobility and mobile terminal does 

not only mean physical mobility, instead the term mobility 

is in the first hand meant moving from one network to 

10 another, which can be performed by a physically fixed 

terminal as well. 

The problem with standard IPSec is thus that it has been 

designed for static connections. For instance, the end 

points of an IPSec tunnel mode SA are fixed. There is also 

15 no method for changing any of the parameters of an SA, 

other than by establishing a new SA that replaces the 

previous one. However, establishing SAs is costly in terms 

of both computation time and network latency. 

Px1 example of a specific scenario where these problems 

20 occur is described next in order to illustrate the problem. 

In the scenario, there is a standard IPSec security 

gateway, which is used by a mobile terminal e.g. for remote 
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access. The mobile terminal is mobile in the sense that it 

changes its network point of attachment frequently. A 

mobile terminal can in this text thus be physically fixed 

or mobile. Because it may be connected to networks 

5 administered by third parties, it may also have a point of 

attachment that uses private addresses-i.e., the network is 

behind a router that performs network address translation 

(NAT) . In addition, the networks used by the mobile 

terminal for access may be wireless, and may have poor 

10 quality of service in terms of throughput and e.g. packet 

drop rate. 

Standard IPSec does not work well in the scenario. Since 

IPSec connections are bound to fixed addresses, the mobile 

terminal must establish a new IPSec connection from each 

15 point of attachment. If an automated key exchange protocol, 

such as IKE, is used, setting up a new IPsec connection is 

costly in terms of computation and network latency, and may 

require a manual authentication phase (for instance, a one-

time password) . If IPSec connections are set up manually, 

20 there is considerable manual work involved in configuring 

the IPSec connection parameters. 

Standard IPSec does e.g. not work through NAT devices at 

the moment. A standard IPSec NAT traversal protocol is 
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currently being specified, but the security gateway in the 

scenario might not support an IPSec protocol extended in 

this way. Furthermore, the current IPSec NAT traversal 

protocols are not well suited to mobility. 

5 There are no provisions for improving quality of service 

over wireless links in the standard IPSec protocol. If the 

access network suffers from high packet drop rates, the 

applications running in the mobile host and a host that the 

mobile terminal is communicating with will suffer from 

10 packet drops. 

A known method of solving some of these problems is based 

on having an intermediate host between the mobile terminal 

and the IPSec security gateway. The intermediate host might 

be a Mobile IP home agent, that provides mobility for the 

15 connection between the mobile terminal and the home agent, 

while the connection from the mobile node to the security 

gateway is an ordinary IPSec connection. In this case, 

packets sent by an application in the mobile client are 

first processed by IPSec, and then by Mobile IP. 

20 In the general case, this implies both JVIobile IP and IPSec 

header fields for packets exchanged by the mobile terminal 

and the home agent. The Mobile IP headers are removed by 
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the home agent prior to delivering packets to the security 

gateway, and added when delivering packets to the mobile 

terminal. Because of the use of two tunnelling protocols 

(Mobile IP and IPSec tunnelling), the solution is referred 

5 to as "double tunnelling" in this document. 

The above method solves the mobility problem, at the cost 

of adding extra headers to packets. This may have a 

significant impact on networks that have low throughput 

such as the General Packet Radio System (GPRS) 

10 Another known method is again to use an intermediate host 

between the mobile client and the IPSec security gateway. 

The intermediate host has an IPSec implementation that may 

support NAT traversal, and possibly some proprietary 

extensions for improving quality of service of the access 

15 network, for instance. 

The mobile host would now establish an IPSec connection 

between itself and the intermediate host, and would also 

establish an IPSec connection between itself and the IPSec 

security gateway. This solution is similar to the first 

20 known method, except that two IPSec tunnels are used. It 

solves a different set of problems-for instance, NAT 
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traversal-but also adds packet size overhead because of 

double IPsec tunnelling. 

A third known method is to use a similar intermediate host 

as in the second known method, but establish an IPSec 

5 connection between the mobile terminal and the intermediate 

host, and another, separate IPSec connection between the 

intermediate host and the security gateway. The IPSec 

connection between the mobile terminal and the intermediate 

host may support NAT traversal, for instance, while the 

10 second IPSec connection does not need to. 

When packets are sent by an application in the mobile 

terminal, the packets are IPSec-processed using the IPSec 

connection shared by the mobile terminal and the 

intermediate host. Upon receiving these packets, the 

15 intermediate host undoes the IPSec-processing. For 

instance, if the packet was encrypted, the intermediate 

host decrypts the packet. The original packet would now be 

revealed in plaintext to the intermediate host. After this, 

the intermediate host IPSec-processes the packet using the 

20 IPSec connection shared by the intermediate host and the 

security gateway, and forwards the packet to the security 

gateway. 
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This solution allows the use of an IPSec implementation 

that support NAT traversal, and possibly a number of other 

(possibly vendor specific) improvements, addressing 

problems such as the access network quality of service 

5 variations. Regardless of these added features, the IPSec 

security gateway remains unaware of the improvements, and 

is not required to implement any of the protocols involved 

in improving service. However, the solution has a major 

drawback: the IPsec packets are decrypted in the 

10 intermediate host, and thus possibly sensitive data is 

unprotected in the intermediate host. 

Consider a business scenario where a single intermediate 

host provides improved service to a number of separate 

customer networks, each having its own standard IPSec 

15 security gateway. Having decrypted packets of various 

customer networks in plaintext form in the intermediate 

host is clearly a major security problem. 

To summarise, the knovm solutions either employ extra 

tunnelling, causing extra packet size overhead, or use 

20 separate tunnels, causing potential security problems in 

the intermediate host(s) that terminate such tunnels. 

THE OBJECT OF THE INVENTION 
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The object of the invention is to develop a method for 

forwarding secure messages between two computers, 

especially, via an intermediate computer by avoiding the 

above mentioned disadvantages. 

5 Especially, the object of the invention is to forward 

secure messages in a way that enables changes to be made in 

the secure connection 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The method and system of the invention enable secure 

10 forwarding of a message from a first computer to a second 

computer via an intermediate computer in a 

telecommunication network. It is mainly characterized in 

that a message is formed in the first computer or in a 

computer that is served by the first computer, and in the 

15 latter case, sending the message to the first computer. In 

the first computer, a secure message is then formed by 

giving the message a unique identity and a destination 

address. The message is sent from the first computer to the 

intermediate computer, vJhereafter said destination address 

20 and the unique identity are used to find an address to the 

second computer. The current. destination address is 

substituted with the found address to the second computer, 
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and the unique identity is substituted with another unique 

identity. Then the message is forwarded to the second 

computer. 

Preferably, the first computer processes the formed message 

5 using a security protocol and encapsulates the message at 

least in an outer IP header. The outer IP header source 

address is the current address of the first computer, while 

the destination address is that of the intermediate 

computer. The message is then sent to the intermediate 

10 computer, which matches the outer IP header address fields 

together with a unique identifier used by the security 

protocol, and performs a translation of the outer addresses 

and the unique identity used by the security protocol. The 

translated packet is then sent to the second computer, 

15 which processes it using the standard security protocol in 

question. In the method of the invention, there is no extra 

encapsulation overhead as in the prior art methods. Also, 

the intermediate computer does not need to undo the 

security processing, e.g. decryption, and thus does not 

20 compromise security as in the prior art methods. 

Corresponding steps are performed when the messages are 

sent in the reverse direction, i.e. from the second 

computer to the first computer. 
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Preferably, the secure message is formed by making use of 

the IPSec protocols, whereby the secure message is formed 

by using an IPsec connection between the first computer and 

the intermediate computer. The message sent from the first 

5 computer contains message data, an inner IP header 

containing actual sender and receiver addresses, an outer 

IP header containing the addresses of the first computer 

and the intermediate computer, a unique identity, and other 

security parameters. The unique identity is one or more SPI 

10 values and the other security parameters contain e.g. the 

IPsec sequence number(s). The number of SPI values depends 

on the SA bundle size (e.g. ESP+AH bundle would have two 

SPI values). In the following, when an SA is referred to, 

the same applies to an SA bundle. The other related 

15 security parameters, containing e.g. the algorithm to be 

used, a traffic description, and the lifetime of the SA, 

are not sent on the wire. Only SPI and sequence number are 

sent for each IPsec processed header (one SPI and one 

sequence number if e.g. ESP only is used; two SPis and two 

20 sequence numbers if e.g. ESP+AH is used, etc.). 

Thus, the unsecured data packet message is formed by the 

sending computer, which may or may not be the first 

computer. The IP header of this packet has IP source and 
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destination address fields (among other things). The packet 

is encapsulated e.g. wrapped inside a tunnel, and the 

resulting packet is secured. The secured packet has a new 

outer IP header, which contains another set of IP source 

5 and destination addresses (in the outer header-the inner 

header is untouched), i.e. there are two outer addresses 

(source and destination) and two inner addresses. The 

processed packet has a unique identity, the IPsec SPI 

value(s). 

10 An essential idea of the invention is to use the standard 

protocol (IPSec) between the intermediate computer and the 

second computer and an "enhanced IPSec protocol" between 

the first computer and the intermediate computer. IPsec-

protected packets are translated by the intermediate 

15 computer, ,,Ji thout undoing the IPsec processing. This avoids 

both the overhead of double tunneling and the security 

problem involved in using separate tunnels. 

The translation is performed e.g. by means of a translation 

table stored at the intermediate computer. The outer IP 

20 header address fields and/or the SPI-values are changed by 

the intermediate computer so that the message can be 

forwarded to the second computer. 
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By modifying the translation table and parameters 

associated to a given translation table entry, the 

properties of the connection between the first and the 

intermediate computers can be changed without establishing 

5 a new IPsec connect.ior1, or in\rol '.ring the second computer in 

any way. 

One example of a change in the SA between the first 

computer and the intermediate computer is the change of 

addresses for enabling mobility. This can be accomplished 

10 in the invention simply by modifying the translation table 

entry address fields. Signaling messages may be used to 

request such a change. Such signalling messages may be 

authenticated and/or encrypted, or sent in plaintext. One 

method of doing authentication and/or encryption is to use 

15 an IPsec connection between the first computer and the 

intermediate computer. The second computer is unaware of 

this IPsec connection, and does not need to participate in 

the signalling protocol in any way. Several other methods 

of signalling exist, for instance, the IKE key exchange 

20 protocol maybe extended to carry such signalling messages. 

In the signalling, e.g. a registration request is sent from 

the first computer to the intermediate computer which 

causes the intermediate computer to modify the addresses in 
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the mapping table and thus, the intermediate computer can 

identify the mobile next time a message is sent. 

Preferably, as a result of a registration request, a reply 

registration is sent from the intermediate computer back to 

5 the first computer. 

Other examples of possible modifications to the SA-or in 

general, the packet processing behaviour-between the first 

computer and the intermediate computer are the following. 

One example is the first computer and the intermediate 

10 computer performs some sort of retransmission protocol that 

ensures that the IPSec protected packets are not dropped in 

the route between the first and the intermediate computer. 

This may have useful applications when the first computer 

is connected using a network access method that has a high 

15 packet drop rate-for instance, GPRS. 

Such a protocol can be easily based on e.g. IPsec sequence 

number field and the replay protection window, which 

provide a way to detect that packet(s) have been lost. When 

a receiving host detects missing packets, it can send a 

20 request message for those particular packets. The request 

can of course be piggy-backed on an existing data packet 

that is being sent to the other host. Another method of 
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doing the retransmissions may be based on using an extra 

protocol inside which the IPSec packets are wrapped for 

transmission between the first and intermediate computer. 

In any case, the second computer remains unaware of such a 

5 retransmission protocol. 

Another example is performing a Network Address Translation 

(NAT) traversal encapsulation between the first and the 

intermediate computer. This method could be based on e.g. 

using UDP encapsulation for transmission of packets between 

10 the first and the intermediate computer. The second 

computer remains unaware about this processing and does not 

even need to support NAT traversal at all. This is 

beneficial because there are several existing IPSec 

products that have no support for NAT traversal. 

15 The system of the invention is a telecommunication network 

for secure forwarding of messages and comprises at least a 

first computer, a second computer and an intermediate 

computer. It is characterized in that the first and the 

second computers have means to perform IPSec processing, 

20 and the intermediate computer have means to perform IPSec 

translation and possibly key exchange protocol, such as 

IKE, translation, preferably by means of mapping tables. 

The intermediate computer may perform IPSec processing 
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related to other features, such as mobility signalling 

described above or other enhancements. 

The IPSec translation method is independent of the key 

exchange translation method. Also manual keying can be used 

5 instead of automatic keying. If automatic keying is used, 

any key exchange protocol can be modified for that purpose; 

however, the idea is to keep the second computer unaware of 

the interplay of the first and the intermediate computer. 

An automatic key exchange protocol may be used in the 

10 invention in several ways. The essential idea is that the 

second computer sees a standard key exchange protocol run, 

while the first and the intermediate computer perform a 

modified key exchange. The modified key exchange protocol 

used between the first and the intermediate computer 

15 ensures that the IPsec translation table and other 

parameters required by the invention are set up as a side

effect of the key exchange protocol. One such modified 

protocol is presented in the application for the IKE key 

exchange protocol. 

20 Each translation table consists of entries that are divided 

into two partitions. The first partition contains 

information fields related to the connection between the 
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first computer and the intermediate computer, while the 

second partition contains information fields related to the 

connection between the intermediate computer and the second 

computer. 

5 The translation occurs by identifying the translation table 

entry by comparing against one partition, and mapping into 

the other. For traffic that is flowing from the first 

computer towards the second computer, through the 

intermediate computer, the entry is found by comparing the 

10 received packet against entries in the first partition, and 

then translating said fields using information found in the 

second partition of the same entry. For traffic flowing in 

the opposite direction, the second partition is used for 

finding the proper translation table entry, and the first 

15 partition for translating the packet fields. 

The IPSec translation table partitions consist of the 

following information: the IP local address and the IP 

remote address (tunnel endpoint addresses) and SPis for 

sending and receiving data. 

20 As mentioned, a translation table entry consists of two 

such partitions, one for communication between first 

computer and the intermediate computer, and another for 
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communication between the intermediate computer and the 

second computer. 

The invention described solves the above problems of prior 

art. The solution is based on giving the first computer, 

5 e.g. if it is mobile, an appearance of a standard computer 

for the second computer. Thus, the second computer will 

believe it is talking to a standard IPSec host, while the 

intermediate computer and the second computer will work 

together using a modified protocol, for instance a slightly 

10 modified IPSec and IKE that helps to accomplish this goal. 

There are, however, several other control protocols that 

could conceivably be used between the first and the 

intermediate computer. 

In the following, the invention is described more in detail 

15 by using figures by means of some embodiment examples to 

carry out the invention. The invention is not restricted to 

the details of the figures and accompanying text, or any 

existing protocols, such as the currently standardised 

IPSec or IKE. 

20 Especially, the invention can be concerned with other kinds 

of telecommunication networks wherein the method of the 

invention can be applied than that of the figures. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a telecommunication 

network of the invention. 

5 FIG. 2 describes generally an example of the method of the 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of an IPSec translation table 

used by the intermediate computer to change the outer IP 

address and SPI value. 

10 FIG. 4 describes a detailed example of how the Sl'-. is formed 

in the invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of translation tables for the 

modified key exchange of the invention. 

FIG. 6 shows a mapping table for identification values of 

15 the user Security Gateway (SGW) addresses. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

}1.n example of a telecommunication nebvork of the invention 

is illustrated l
. n 

.!..!. FIG. 1, comprising a first computer, here 

a client computer 1 served by an intermediate computer, 
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here as a server 2, and a host computer 4, that is served 

by the second computer, here a security gateway (SG\N') 3. 

The security gateway supports the standard IPSec protocol 

and optionally the IKE key exchange protocol. The client 

5 computer and the server computer support a modified IPSec 

and IKE protocol. 

The invention is not restricted to the topology of FIG. 1. 

In other embodiments, the first computer may e.g. be a 

router; or there might e.g. not be a host behind the second 

10 computer (in which case the first and the second computer 

are talking to each other directly), etc. 

The IPSec translations taking place in the scenario of 

FIGS. 1, 2, and 3 are discussed first. The IPSec 

connections (such as SAs) in the scenario may be 

15 established manually, or using some key exchange protocol, 

such as the Internet Key Exchange (IKE). To illustrate how 

a key exchange protocol would be used in the scenario of 

FIG. 1, a modified IKE protocol based on IKE translation is 

also presented later. 

20 In the invention, an IPSec connection is shared by the 

first computer and the second computer, while the 

intermediate computer holds information required to perform 
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address and IPSec SPI translations for the packets. These 

translations accomplish the effect of "double tunnelling" 

(described l
. n 

.!..!. the technical background section), but with 

the method of the invention the confidentiality of the 

5 packets is not compromised, while simultaneously having no 

extra overhead vJhen compared to standard IPSec. The 

intermediate computer does not know the cryptographic keys 

used to encrypt and/or authenticate the packets, and can 

thus not reveal their contents. 

10 The advantage of the invention is that the logical IPSec 

connection shared by the first and the second computer can 

be enhanced by the first and the intermediate computer 

without involvement of the second computer. In particular 

the so-called "ingress filtering" performed by some routers 

15 does not pose any problems when translations of addresses 

are used. In the example presented, each host also manages 

its own IPSec SPI space independently. 

In the example of FIG. 1, an IPSec connection is formed 

bebveen the client computer 1 (the first computer) and the 

20 security gateway 3 (the second computer) . To create an 

IPSec tunnel, a SA (or usually a SA bundle) is formed 

between the respective computers with a preceding key 

exchange. The key exchange between the first and the second 
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computer can take place manually or it can be performed 

with an automatic key exchange protocol such as the IKE 

protocol. For performing said key exchange, a standard IKE 

protocol is used between the server 2 and the security 

5 gateway 3, and a modified IKE protocol is used between the 

client computer 1 and the server 2. An example of a 

modified IKE protocol that can be used in the invention is 

described in connection with FIG. 4. 

Messages to be sent to the host terminal 4 from the client 

10 computer 1 are first sent to the server 2, wherein an IPSec 

translation and an IKE translation takes place. After that 

the message can be sent to the security gateway 3, which 

sends the message further in plain text to the host 

terminal 4. 

15 The method of the invention, wherein messages in packet 

form are sent by routing to the end destination, is 

generally described in connection with FIG. 2. It is 

assumed in the following description that the IPSec 

connection between the first and second computer already is 

20 formed. The IPSec connection can be set up manually or 

automatically by e.g. an IKE exchange protocol which is 

described later. 
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FIG. 2 illustrates the sequence of events that take place 

when the first computer, corresponding to the mobile 

terminal in FIG. 1, sends a packet to a destination host, 

labelled X in the figure, and when the host X sends a 

5 packet to the mobile terminal. 

IP packets consist of different parts, such as a data 

payload and protocol headers. The protocol headers in turn 

consist of fields. 

In step 1 of FIG. 2, the first computer, e.g. a mobile 

10 terminal, forms an IP packet that is to be sent to host X. 

Typically, this packet is created by an application running 

on the mobile terminal. The IP packet source address is the 

address of the mobile terminal, while the destination 

address is host X. 

15 The packet is processed using an IPSec tunnel mode SA, 

which encapsulates the IP packet securely. The example 

assumes that IPSec encryption and/or authentication of ESP 

type is used for processing the-packet, although the 

invention is not limited to the use of only ESP; instead, 

20 an arbitrary IPsec connection may be used. 

In said processing, a new IP header is constructed for the 

packet, with so-called outer IP addresses. The outer source 
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address of the packet can be the same as the inner IP 

address-i.e., the address of the mobile terminal-but can be 

different, if the mobile terminal is visiting a network. 

The outer source address corresponds to the care of address 

5 obtained by the mobile terminal from the visited network, 

in this case. The outer destination address is the address 

of the intermediate computer. In addition to the new IP 

header, an ESP header is added, when using IPSec ESP mode. 

The SPI field of the ESP header added by the IPSec 

10 processing is set to the SPI value that the intermediate 

computer uses for receiving packets from the mobile 

terminal. In general, there may be more than one SPI field 

in a packet. 

The processing of packets in the intermediate computer is 

15 based on a translation table i.e. an IPSec translation 

table shown in FIG. 3. The table has been divided into two 

partitions. The left one, identified by the prefix "c-", 

refers to the network connection between the first computer 

(host 1 in FIG. 1) and the intermediate computer (host 2 in 

20 FIG. 1). The right one, identified by the prefix "s-", 

refers to the network connection between the intermediate 

computer and the second computer (computer 3 in FIG. 1). 

The postfix number ("-1", "-2", or "-3") identifies the 
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host in question. Thus, the address fields ("addr") refer 

to outer addresses of a packet, while the SPI fields 

("SPI") refer to the receiver of packets, which packets 

were sent with this SPI. Thus, "c-SPI-2" is the SPI value 

5 used by host 2 (the intermediate computer) when receiving 

packets from host 1 (the first computer), and the SPI-value 

"c-SPI-1" is the SPI-value with which the first computer 

receives messages and the SPI-value with which the 

intermediate computer sends messages to the first computer 

10 and so on. 

In terms of FIG. 3, the outer source address would be "c

addr-1" (195.1.2.3), the outer destination address "c-addr-

2" (212.90.65.1), while the SPI field would be "c-SPI-2" 

(Ox12341234). The notation OxNNNNNNNN indicates a 32-bit 

15 unsigned integer value, encoded using a hexadecimal 

notation (base 16) . The inner source address is processed 

by IPSec in the first computer, and would typically be 

encrypted. In this example, the inner source address would 

be the static address of the mobile terminal, e.g. 

20 10.0.0.1. 

When the intermediate computer receives the packet sent in 

step 1 described above, it performs an address and SPI 

translation, ensuring that the security gateway (host 3 of 
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FIG. 1) can accept the packet. Most of the packet is 

secured using IPSec, and since the intermediate computer 

does not have the cryptographic keys to undo the IPSec 

processing done by the mobile terminal, it cannot decrypt 

5 any encrypted portions of the packet but is able to use the 

outer IP addresses and the incoming SPI value to determine 

how to modify the outer address and the SPI to suite the 

second computer, vvhich is the next destination. SPI is novv 

changed to Ox56785678 in the intermediate computer and the 

10 address is changed to the address of the second computer. 

This is done by means of the IPSec translation table of 

FIG. 3. 

The first row of FIG. 3 is a row that the intermediate 

computer has found that matches the packet in the example, 

15 and thus the intermediate computer chooses it for 

translation. The new outer source address s-addr-2 

(212.90.65.1) is substituted for the outer source address 

c-addr-1 (195.1.2.3), and the new outer destination address 

s-addr-3 (103.6.5.4) is substituted for the outer 

20 destination address c-addr-2 (212.90.65.1). The new SPI 

value, s-SPI-3 (Ox56785678), is substituted for the SPI 

value c-SPI-2 (Ox12341234). If more than one SPI values are 

used, all the SPI values are substituted similarly. In the 
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example, s-addr-2 and c-addr-2 happen to be the same on 

both partitions of the table. This is not necessarily so 

but the intermediate computer might use another address for 

sending. 

5 In step 2 of FIG. 2, the translated packet is sent further 

to the second computer. The inner IP packet has not been 

modified after that the first computer sent the packet. The 

second computer processes the packet using standard IPSec 

algorithms. The security gateway (the second computer) can 

10 e.g. decipher and/or check the authenticity of the packet, 

then remove the IPSec tunnelling, and forward the original 

packet towards the destination host, X. Thus, the entire 

original packet was unaffected by the translation as the IP 

header, and thus the address fields, was covered by IPSec. 

15 After uncovering the original packet from the IPsec tunnel, 

the second computer makes a routing decision based on the 

IP header of the original packet. In the example, the IP 

destination address is X (host X in FIG. 2), and thus the 

second computer delivers the packet either directly to X, 

20 or to the next hop router. 

In step 3 of FIG. 2, the packet is sent from the second 

computer (corresponding to SGW l
. n 

.!..!. FIG. 1) to host X, having 
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now only the original source IP address 10.0.0.1 and the 

original destination IP address X in the IP header. Thus, 

in step 3, host X receives the packet sent by the second 

computer. Usually, an application process running on host X 

5 would generate some return traffic. This would cause an IP 

packet to be generated and sent to the second computer. 

If a packet is sent back from host X to the first computer 

(corresponding to the client computer in FIG. 1), steps 

analogous to steps 1-3 are performed. The packet is thus 

10 first sent to the second computer, vvith the source IP 

address being X and the destination IP address being 

10.0.0.1, in step 4. The generated packet is then received 

by the second computer. The IPSec policy of the second 

computer requires that the packet be IPSec-processed using 

15 a tunnel mode IPSec SA. This processing is similar to the 

one in steps 1 and 2. A new, outer IP header is added to 

the packet in the second computer, after ~vhich the 

resulting packet is secured using the IPSec SA. The outer 

IP source address is set to s-addr-3 (103.6.5.4) while the 

20 outer IP destination address is set to s-addr-2 

(212.90.65.1). The SPI field is set to s-SPI-2 

(Oxc1230012). In step 5, the resulting packet is sent to 

the address indicated by the new outer IP destination 
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address, s-addr-2, the intermediate computer. The 

intermediate computer receives the packet and performs a 

similar address and SPI translation. 

The inner addresses are still the same, and are not 

5 modified by the intermediate computer. Since the packet 

intended to be sent to the first computer, the new, 

translated outer destination IP address indicate the 

address of the first computer. 

The resulting packet is sent to the first computer in step 

10 6. 

As a result of step 6, the packet is received by the first 

computer. The IPSec processing is undone, i.e. decryption 

and/or authentication is performed, and the original packet 

is uncovered from the IPSec tunnel. The original packet is 

15 then delivered to the application running on the first 

computer. In case the first computer acts as a router, the 

packet may be delivered to a host in a subnet for which the 

first computer acts as a router. 

The first computer may be a mobile terminal, the outer 

20 address of which changes from time to time. The translation 

table is then modified using some form of signalling 

messages, as described in the summary section. Upon 
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receiving a request for modifying a translation, the 

intermediate computer updates the related translation table 

entry to match the new information supplied by the first 

computer. The operation of the protocol then proceeds as 

5 discussed above. 

The above discussion is a limited example for illustration 

purposes. In other embodiments e.g. more than one SA for 

the connection-for instance, ESP followed by AH, can be 

used. This introduces two SPI values that must be 

10 translated. More than two is also, of course, possible. 

Furthermore, the example was considered for IPsec ESP only. 

The changes required for an embodiment in which 11.H (or 

ESP+AH) is used, are discussed next. 

Changes for Using AH: 

15 If the Authentication Header (AH) IPSec security transform 

is to be used, there are more considerations than in the 

previous example. In particular, modifications of the 

packet fields-even the outer IP header-are detected if AH 

is used. Thus, the following nominal processing is required 

20 by the first computer. The second computer performs 

standard IPSec processing also in this case. 
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In step 1, vJhen sending a packet, the first computer must 

perform IPsec processing using the SPI values and addresses 

used in the connection between the intermediate computer 

and the second computer. For instance, the SPI value would 

5 be s-SPI-3, the outer source address s-addr-2, and the 

outer destination address s-addr-3. The AH integrity check 

value (ICV) must be computed using these values. ICV is a 

value, which authenticates most of the fields of the 

packet. In practice, all fields that are never modified by 

10 routers are authenticated. 

After computing the AH integrity check value, the outer 

addresses and the SPI value are replaced with the values 

used between the first computer and the intermediate 

computer: c-addr-1 for the outer source address, c-addr-2 

15 for the outer destination address, and c-SPI-2 for the SPI. 

In step 2, the intermediate computer performs the address 

and SPI translations as in the example with ESP described 

above. The resulting packet is identical to the one used by 

the first computer for the AH integrity check value 

20 calculation, except possibly for fields not covered by AH 

(such as the Time-To-Live field, the header checksum, etc) . 

Thus, the AH integrity check value is now correct. 
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In step 3, the second computer performs standard IPSec 

processing of AH. The packet, which now is uncovered from 

the tunnel is sent to the host X. As in the previous 

example, an application in host X usually generates a 

5 return packet that is to be sent to the first computer. 

This packet is sent to the second computer in step 4. 

Upon receiving the packet, the processing of the second 

computer are the same as in the example with ESP. The 

second computer computes an AH integrity check value of the 

10 tunneled packet ' +- ' lL lS sending to the mobile terminal. The 

integrity check value is computed against the outer source 

address of s-addr-3, outer destination address of s-addr-2, 

and the SPI value of s-SPI-2. 

In step 5, when the intermediate computer receives the 

15 packet, it performs ordinary translation of the packet. The 

new outer source address is c-addr-2, the outer destination 

address is c-addr-1, and the SPI value is c-SPI-1. At this 

point the AH integrity check value is incorrect, which was 

caused by the translations. 

20 When the mobile terminal receives the packet, it performs a 

translation of the current outer addresses and the SPI 

field for the original ones used by the second computer: s-
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addr-3 for the outer source address, s-addr-2 for the outer 

destination address, and s-SPI-2 for the SPI value. This 

reproduces the packet originally sent by the second 

computer, except possibly for fields not covered by AH. 

5 This operation restores the AH integrity check value to its 

original, correct value. The AH integrity check is then 

performed against these fields. 

Key Exchange Considerations 

The above example discussed the "steady state" IPSec 

10 translations performed by the intermediate computer. The 

IPSec SAs and the IPSec translation table entries may be 

set up manually, or using some automated protocol, such as 

the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol. 

Because the security gateway (the second computer) is a 

15 standard IPSec host, it implements some standard key 

exchange protocol, such as IKE. The first computer and the 

intermediate computer may use some modified version of IKE, 

or any other suitable automatic key exchange protocol. 

The key exchange must appear as a standard key exchange 

20 according to the key exchange protocol supported by the 

security gateway (the second computer), such as IKE. Also, 

the overall key exchange performed by the first, 
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intermediate, and second computer must establish not only 

cryptographic keys, but also the IPSec translation table 

entries. The overall key exchange protocol should not 

reveal the IPSec cryptographic keys to the intermediate 

5 computer to avoid even the potential for security problems. 

In the following, an example of a modified IKE protocol is 

presented to outline the functionality of such a protocol 

in the context of the invention. The protocol provides the 

functionality described above. In particular, the 

10 intermediate computer has no knowledge of the IPSec 

cryptographic keys established. The protocol is presented 

on a general level to simplify the presentation. 

The automatic IKE protocol is used prior to other protocols 

to provide strongly authenticated cryptographic session 

15 keys for the IPSec protocols ESP and AH. IKE performs the 

following functions: (1) security policy negotiation (what 

algorithms shall be used, lifetimes etc.), (2) a Diffie

Hellman key exchange, and (3) strong user/host 

authentication (usually using either RSA-based signatures 

20 or pre-shared authentication keys) . IKE is divided into two 

phases: phase 1 and phase 2. Phase 1 negotiates and 

establishes cryptographic keys for internal use of the IKE 

protocol itself, and also performs the strong user or host 
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authentication. Phase 2 negotiates and establishes 

cryptographic keys for IPSec. If IPSec tunnel mode is used, 

phase 2 also negotiates the kind of traffic that may be 

sent using the tunnel (so-called traffic selectors) . 

5 The IKE framework supports several "sub-protocols" for 

phase 1 and phase 2. The required ones are "main mode" for 

phase 1, and nquick mode" for phase 2. These are used as 

illustrations, but the invention is not limited to these 

sub-protocols of IKE. 

10 For the security gateway (second computer), the IKE session 

seems to be coming from the address s-addr-2 in FIG. 3. 

Since there may be any number of mobile terminals served by 

the intermediate computer, the intermediate computer should 

either (1) manage a pool of addresses to be used for the s-

15 addr-2 translation table address, thus providing each user 

with a separate "surrogate address", or (2) use the same 

address (or a limited set of addresses), and ensure that 

the mobile terminals are identified using some other means 

than their IP address (IKE provides for such identification 

20 types, so this is not a problem). 

The modified IKE protocol specified is analogous to the 

IPSec translation table approach. However, instead of SPis, 
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the so-called IKE cookies are used as translation indices 

instead. IKE cookies are essentially IKE session 

identifiers, and are thus analogous to the IPSec SPI 

values, which is another form of a session or context 

5 identifier. There are two cookies: the initiator cookie, 

chosen by the host that initiates the IKE session, and the 

responder cookie, chosen by the host that responds to a 

session initiation. 

The essential features of the protocol are (1) that ~ +
...LL 

10 appears to be an entirely ordinary IKE key exchange for the 

security gateway, (2) that the IPsec translation table 

entry is formed by the intermediate computer during the 

execution of the protocol, ( 3) that the first computer 

obtains all the necessary information for its packet 

15 processing, and ( 4) that the intermediate computer does not 

obtain the IPsec cryptographic session keys. 

The overall steps of the protocol are: 

o 1. The first computer initiates the key exchange 

20 protocol by sending a message to the intermediate 

computer. This message is essentially the IKE 
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main mode initiation message, with some 

modifications required for this application. 

o 2. The intermediate computer determines which 

security gateway (second computer) to forward 

this IKE session to, and also establishes a 

preliminary IKE translation table entry based on 

the information available from the message. 

o 3. The security gateway (the second computer) 

replies to the IKE main mode initiation message. 

o 4. The intermediate computer completes the IKE 

mapping based on the reply message. 

o 5. The modified IKE protocol run continues 

through IKE main mode (the phase 1 exchange), 

which is followed by quick mode (the phase 2 

exchange) . Extensions of standard IKE messages 

are used between the first computer and the 

intermediate computer to accomplish the extra 

goals required by this modified IKE protocol. 

In FIG. 4, the IKE session is described message by message. 

20 The following text indicates the contents of each message, 

and how they are processed by the various hosts. There are 

six main mode messages in the protocol, named mml, mm2, 
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, mm6, and three quick mode messages, named qml, qm2, and 

qm3. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the IKE translation table entry related 

to the modified IKE key exchange being performed. The 

5 bolded entries in each step are added or changed in that 

step as a result of the processing described in the text. 

The IKE translation table partition for the connection 

bebveen the first computer and the intermediate computer is 

as follows (the field name in FIG. 5 is given in 

10 parentheses) : 

Local and remote IP address (c-addr-1, c-addr-2) 

Initiator and responder cookie (c-icky, c-rcky) 

IKE identification of the first computer (c-userid, e.g. 

joe@netseal.com) 

15 The IKE translation table partition for the connection 

between the intermediate computer and the second computer 

is as follows (the field name in FIG. 5 is given in 

parentheses): 

Local and remote IP address (s-addr-2, s-addr-3) 

20 Initiator cookie and responder cookie (s-icky, s-rcky) 
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In addition to these entries, other data may be kept by the 

intermediate computer and/or the first computer. 

The key exchange is initiated by generating an initiator 

cookie and sending a zero responder cookie to the second 

5 computer. A responder cookie is generated in the second 

computer and a mapping between IP addresses and IKE cookie 

values in the intermediate computer is established. L-q_ 

translation table to modify IKE packets in flight by 

modifying the external IP addresses and possibly IKE 

10 cookies of the IKE packets is used. 

Either the modified IKE protocol between the first computer 

and the intermediate computer is modified such that the IKE 

keys are transmitted from the first computer to the 

intermediate computer for decryption and modification of 

15 IKE packets or, alternatively, the modified IKE protocol 

between the first computer and the intermediate computer is 

modified such that the IKE keys are not transmitted from 

the first computer to the intermediate computer for 

decryption and modification of IKE packets, and the 

20 modification of IKE packets is done by the first computer 

with the intermediate computer requesting such 

modifications. The latter alternative is discussed in the 
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example that follows, since it is more secure than the 

first alternative. 

Extra information, such as user information and SPI change 

requests, to be sent between the first and the intermediate 

5 computer, is sent by appending the extra information to the 

standard IKE messages. The IKE standard has message 

encoding rules that indicate a definite length, thus the 

added extra information can be separated from the IKE 

message itself. The extra information fields are preferably 

10 encrypted and authenticated, for instance by using a secret 

shared by the first computer and the intermediate computer. 

The details of this process are not relevant to the 

il1\rention. 

The extra information slot in each IKE message is called 

15 the message utail" in the following. 

IKE messages consist of an IKE header, which includes the 

cookie fields and message ID field, and of a list of 

payloads. A payload has a type, and associated information. 

FIG. 4 considers an example of the routing of packets 

20 according to the invention considering IPSec security 

association set-up for distribution of keys. As in the 

foregoing FIG. 2, the session begins with sending a packet 
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from the client (first computer) to the server 

(intermediate computer) . 

The key exchange is initiated by the first computer. Thus, 

in step 1 of FIG. 4, the first computer constructs mm1. The 

5 IP header of the message contains the following values: 

o IP source address: 195.1.2.3 (c-addr-1) 

o IP destination address: 212.90.65.1 (c-addr-2) 

The IKE header contains the following values (step 1 in 

10 Figure X) 

o Initiator cookie: CKY1 (c-icky) 

o Responder cookie: 0 (c-rcky) 

o l'1essage ID: 0 

15 The message contains the following payloads: 

o A Security Association (SA) payload, which 

contains the IKE phase 1 security policy offers 

from the first computer. 
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o The message may contain additional payloads, such 

as Vendor Identification (VID) payloads, 

certificate requests/responses, etc. 

o A VID payload can be used to indicate that the 

5 first computer supports the protocol described 

10 

15 

here. 

The message tail contains the following information: 

o User identification type and value-the c-userid 

field. These are used by the intermediate 

computer to choose a security gateway to forward 

this session to. The identification type may be 

any of the IKE types, but additional types can be 

defined. An alternative to this field is to 

directly indicate the security gateway for 

forwarding. There are other alternatives as well, 

but these are not essential to the invention. 

In step 2, the rr®l is received by the intermediate 

computer. The intermediate computer examines the message, 

20 and forms the preliminary IKE translation table entry. FIG. 

5, step 1 illustrates the contents of this preliminary 

entry. The c-userid field is sent in the mml tail. 
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The intermediate computer then determines which security 

gateway to forward this IKE session to. The determination 

may be based on any available information, static 

configuration, load balancing, or availability 

5 req11irerner1t.s. The presented, sirnple method is t·::) use the 

identification information in the mml tail to look up the 

first matching identification type and value from a table. 

An example of such a table is presented in FIG. 6. 

The identification mapping table of FIG. 6, is one method 

10 for choosing a security gateway that matches the incoming 

mobile terminal. The identification table would in this 

example be an ordered list of identification type/value 

entries, that match to a given security gateway address. 

When the incoming mobile terminal identification matches 

15 the identification in the table, the corresponding security 

gateway is used. For instance, john.smith@netseal.com would 

match the first row of the table, i.e., the security 

gateway 123.1.2.3, while joe@netseal.com matches the second 

row, i.e., the security gateway 103.6.5.4. The 

20 identification types include any identification types 

defined for the IKE protocol, and may contain other types 

as vvell, such as employee numbers, etc. 
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Other methods of determining the security gateway to be 

used may be employed. One such method is for the mobile 

terminal to directly indicate a given security gateway to 

be used. The mobile terminal may also indicate a group of 

5 security gateways, one of which is used. The exact details 

are not relevant to the invention. 

In addition to determining the security gateway address, 

the intermediate computer determines which address its for 

communication between itself and the second computer. The 

10 same address as is used for the communication between the 

first and the intermediate computer may be used, but a new 

address may also be used. The address can be determined 

using a table similar to the one in FIG. 6, or the table of 

FIG. 6 may be extended to include this address. 

15 The intermediate computer then generates its own initiator 

cookie. This is done to keep the two session identifier 

spaces entirely separate, although the same initiator 

cookie may be passed as is. 

After these determinations, the preliminary translation 

20 table entry is modified. FIG. 5, step 2 illustrates the 

contents of the entry at this point. 
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The original IP header fields are modified as follows (step 

2 in FIG. 4): 

o IP source address: 212.90.65.1 (s-addr-2) 

o IP destination address: 103.6.5.4 (s-addr-3) 

The IKE header is modified as follows: 

o Initiator cookie: CKY2 (s-icky) 

o Responder cookie: 0 (s-rcky) 

o lV[essage ID: 0 

The message tail is removed. The VID payload that 

identifies support for this modified protocol is also 

removed. The mml is then forwarded to the second computer. 

In step 3, the second computer responds with mm2. The IP 

15 header of the message contains the following values (step 3 

in FIG. 4) : 

o IP source address: 103.6.5.4 (s-addr-3) 

o IP destination address: 212.90.65.1 (s-addr-2) 
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The IKE header contains the following values: 

0 Initiator cookie: CKY2 (s-icky) 

0 Responder cookie: CKY3 ( s-rcky) 

0 Message ID: 0 

The message contains the following payloads: 

o Security Association (SA) payload. This is a 

reply to the offer by the first computer, and 

indicates which security configuration is 

acceptable for the second computer (this scenario 

assumes success, so the case of an error reply is 

not considered) . 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads, such as VID 

payloads, certificate requests/replies, etc. 

There is no message tail. 

In step 4, the mm2 is received by the intermediate 

computer. The intermediate computer updates its IKE 

translation table based on the received message. Step 3 in 
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FIG. 5 illustrates the contents of the translation table 

entry at this point. 

The intermediate computer generates its own responder 

cookie, CKY4, and updates the translation table yet again. 

5 Step 4 in FIG. 5 illustrates the entry at this point. After 

this step, the translation table entry is complete, and the 

address and cookie translations are performed as in steps 

1-4 for the following messages. 

The translated message contains the following IP header 

10 fields (FIG. 4, step 4) 

o IP source address: 212.90.65.1 (c-addr-2) 

o IP destination address: 195.1.2.3 (c-addr-1) 

The translated IKE header contains the following fields: 

15 

o Initiator cookie: CKYl (c-icky) 

o Responder cookie: CKY4 (c-rcky) 

The message contains the following payloads: 
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o The SA payload sent by the second computer. 

o Any optional payloads sent by the second 

computer. 

o A VID payload may be added to indicate support of 

5 this modified protocol to the first computer. 

A message tail is added, and contains the following 

information: 

o Address and/or identification information of the 

10 chosen security gateway (the second computer). 

This information can be used by the client to 

choose proper authentication information, such as 

The message is then fonvarded to the first computer. 

15 In step 5, the first computer constructs mm3. The message 

contains the following payloads: 

o A Key Exchange (KE) payload, that contains 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange data of the first 

20 computer. 
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o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, that contains a random 

number chosen by the first computer. 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

The message is sent to the intermediate computer. 

5 Ir1 step 6, t.f1e mnl3 is for."'\.Varded to the second computer. The 

contents of the message are not changed, only the IP header 

addresses and the IKE cookies, in the manner described in 

steps 1-4. 

In step 7, the second computer receives mm3 and responds 

10 with mm4. The message contains the following payloads: 

15 

o A Key Exchange (KE) payload, that contains 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange data of the second 

computer. 

o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, that contains a random 

number chosen by the second computer. 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

In step 8, the mm4 is fonJarded to the first computer. 

In step 9, the first computer constructs mmS, which is the 

20 first encrypted message in the session. All subsequent 
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messages are encrypted using the IKE session keys 

established from the previous Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

(the messages mm3 and mm4) by means of hash operations, as 

described in the IKE specification. Note that the 

5 intermediate computer does not possess these keys, and can 

thus not examine the contents of any subsequent IKE 

messages. In fact, the intermediate computer has no 

advantage compared to a hostile attacker if it attempts to 

decipher the IKE traffic. Instead, the intermediate 

10 computer indirectly modifies some fields in the IKE 

messages by sending a modification request in the IKE 

message tail to the first computer, which does the 

requested modifications before IKE encryption processing. 

15 

20 

The message contains the following payloads: 

o An Identification (ID) payload, that identifies 

the first computer to the second computer. This 

identification may be the same as the 

identification sent in the mml tail, but may 

differ from that. These two identifications serve 

different purposes: the mml tail identification 

(c-userid) is used to select a security gateway 
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for IKE session forwarding (the second computer), 

while the ID payload in this message is used by 

the second computer for IKE authentication 

purposes, for instance, to select proper RSA 

5 authentication keys. 

10 

o A Signature (SIG) or Hash (HASH) payload, that 

serves as an authenticator. A signature payload 

is used if RSA- or DSS-based authentication is 

used, while a hash payload is used for pre-shared 

key authentication. There are other 

authentication methods in IKE, and IKE can also 

be extended with new authentication methods. 

These are not essential to the invention, and the 

following text assumes RSA authentication (i.e., 

15 use of the signature payload) . 

20 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

The message tail contains the-following information: 

o The SPI value that the first computer wants to 

use for receiving IPsec-protected messages from 

the intermediate computer, i.e., the c-SPI-1 

value of the IPsec translation table in FIG. 3. 
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More than one SPI value could be transmitted 

here, but for simplicity, the follmving 

discussion assumes that only a single SPI is 

necessary (i.e. only one SA is applied for IPsec 

traffic processing) . Extending the scheme to 

multiple SPis is straightforward. 

In step 10, the mm5 is forwarded to the second computer. 

The intermediate computer removes the message tail, and 

performs the IKE translation discussed previously, and then 

10 forwards the message to the second computer. 

In step 11, the second computer receives the mm5 message, 

and authenticates the user (or the host, depending on what 

identification type is used) . Assuming that the 

authentication succeeds, the second computer proceeds to 

15 authenticate itself to the first computer. 

20 

The mm6 message contains the following payloads: 

o An Identification (ID) payload, that identifies 

the second computer to the first computer. 

o A Signature (SIG) payload (here RSA 

authentication is assumed) 
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o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

In step 12, the mm6 is received by the intermediate 

computer. The intermediate computer does not change the 

message itself, but adds a tail with the following 

5 information: 

10 

15 

o The SPI value that the intermediate computer 

wants the first computer to offer to the second 

computer in the qm1 message. Since the 

intermediate computer cannot access the contents 

of the IKE messages, this modification request is 

made using the message tail (see the discussion 

of step 9). The SPI value sent matches the s-SPI-

2 field of the IPsec translation table of FIG. 3. 

o The SPI value that the intermediate computer 

wants the first computer to use for messages sent 

to itself. This matches the c-SPI-2 field of the 

IPsec translation table of FIG. 3. 

The resulting message is forwarded to the first computer. 

20 In step 13, the first computer constructs qm1, ~vhich 

contains the following IKE payloads: 
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o A Hash (HASH) payload, that serves as an 

authenticator of the message. 

o A Security Association (SA) payload, which 

contains the IKE phase 2 security policy offers 

from the first computer, i.e., the IPsec security 

policy offers. The SA payload contains the SPI 

value assigned to the first computer in the mm6 

message, i.e., s-SPI-2 in FIG. 3. 

o Optionally, a Key Exchange (KE) payload, if a new 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange is to be performed in 

phase 2 (this depends on the contents of the SA 

payload) 

o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, which contains a random 

15 value chosen by the first computer. 

20 

o Optionally, two Identification (ID) payloads that 

indicate the IPsec traffic selectors that the 

first computer proposes for an IPsec tunnel mode 

SA. If IPsec transport mode is used, these are 

not necessary, but they may still be used. They 

may also be omitted if IPsec tunnel mode is used. 

The IKE header is the same as previously, except that the 

Message ID field now contains a non-zero 32-bit value, that 
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serves as a phase 2 session identifier. This identifier 

remains constant for the entire quick mode exchange. 

The message is sent to the intermediate computer. 

In step 14, the intermediate computer forwards the qm1 

5 message to the second computer. 

In step 15, the second computer inspects the security 

policy offers and other information contained in the qm1 

message, and determines which security policy offer matches 

its own security policy (the case when no security policies 

10 match results in an error notification message) . 

15 

20 

The second computer responds with qm2 message that contains 

the following payloads: 

o A Hash (HASH) payload, that serves as an 

authenticator of the message. 

o A Security Association (SA) payload, which 

indicates the security policy offer chosen by the 

second computer. The message also contains the 

SPI value that the second computer wants to use 

when receiving IPsec-protected messages. The SPI 
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value matches s-SPI-3 of the IPsec translation 

table in FIG. 3. 

o Optionally, a Key Exchange (KE) payload, if a new 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange is to be performed in 

5 phase 2. 

o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, which contains a random 

value chosen by the second computer. 

o If Identification (ID) payloads were sent by the 

first computer, the second computer also sends 

10 Identification payloads. 

15 

In step 16, the intermediate computer fonvards the qm2 

message to the first computer. 

In step 17, the first computer constructs qm3 message, 

which contains the following payloads: 

o A Hash (HASH) payload, that serves as an 

authenticator of the message. 

The following information is sent in the message tail: 
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o The SPI value sent by the second computer in the 

qm2 message. This is sent here, because the 

intermediate computer cannot decrypt the qm2 

message and look up the SPI from there. The SPI 

value matches s-SPI-3 of the IPsec translation 

table in FIG. 3. 

In step 18, the intermediate computer receives the qm3 and 

reads the s-SPI-3 value from the message tail. All the 

information required to construct the IPsec translation 

10 table entry is now gathered, and the entry can be added to 

the translation table. In particular, the information 

fields are as follows: 

o c-addr-1: same as c-addr-1 of the IKE session 

15 (195.1.2.3). 

o c-addr-2: same as c-addr-2 of the IKE sess1on 

(212.90.65.1). 

o c-SPI -1: received in the mm5 message tail from 

the first computer. 

20 o c-SPI-2: chosen by the intermediate computer, 

sent to the first computer in the mm6 message 

tail. 
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o s-addr-2: same as s-addr-2 of the IKE session 

(212.90.65.1 in this example, may be different 

than c-addr-2) . 

0 s-addr-3: same s-addr-3 of the IKE session 

5 (103.6.5.4). 

o s-SPI -2: chosen by the intermediate computer, 

sent to the first computer in mm6 message tail. 

o s-SPI -3: sent by the second computer in qm2 to 

the first computer, which sends it to the 

10 intermediate computer in qm3 message tail. 

The intermediate computer fonvards the qm3 message to the 

second computer, which completes the IKE key exchange, and 

the IPsec translation table set up. 

The IPsec cryptographic keys established using the modified 

15 IKE key exchange presented above are either derived from 

the Diffie-Hellman key exchange performed in IKE main mode, 

or from the (optional) Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

performed in quick mode. In both cases, the intermediate 

computer has no access to the shared secret established 

20 using the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. In fact, the 

intermediate computer has no advantage vJhen compared to a 

random, hostile attacker. 
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The above presentation was simplified and exemplified to 

increase clarity of the presentation. There are several 

issues not discussed, but these issues are not essential to 

the invention. 

5 Some of these issues are the following: 

10 

o The phase 1 used main mode. Any other IKE phase 1 

exchange can be used; this changes the details of 

the protocol but not the essential ideas. 

o There are other approaches than the one presented 

here. One approach is for the first computer to 

reveal the IKE keys to the intermediate computer, 

so that the second computer is able to modify the 

required fields of the message (namely, SPI 

15 values) . 

20 

o The discussion assumes that the first computer 

initiates the IKE exchange. The opposite 

direction is possible, too, but requires more 

considerations. 

o The commit bit feature of IKE is not used. Adding 

that is simple. 
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o Security gateway selection is based on a table 

lookup indexed by an identification type/value 

pair sent by the first computer. Other mechanisms 

are easy to implement. 

o The discussion assumes a successful IKE key 

exchange. Error cases are easy to handle. 

o Phase 1 policy lookup (~vhen processing mm1 and 

mm2 messages) is not based on the identity of the 

IKE counterpart. This is not a major issue, since 

the phase 1 security policy can be independent of 

the counterpart without limiting usability. 

o Phase 1 is a pre-requisite for executing the 

protocol in the example. This can be easily 

changed by moving some of the "tail" items to 

15 phase 2. 

20 

o The protocol establishes a pair of SAs, one for 

each direction, and manages the SPI value 

modifications of these SAs. It is easy to extend 

this to cover SA bundles with more than one SA, 

i.e., SAs applied in sequence (ESP followed by 

AH, for instance) . This requires more than one 

SPI for each direction, but is easy to add to the 

protocol described. 
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The invention is not concerned with the details of the key 

exchange protocol. The presented outline for one such 

protocol is given as an example, several other alternatives 

exist. The invention is also not concerned with the IKE key 

5 exchange protocol: other key exchange protocols exist, and 

similar ideas can be applied in using them in the content 

of the invention. 

While the present invention has been described in 

accordance with preferred compositions and embodiments, 

10 is to be understood that certain substitutions and 

~ +
...LL 

alterations may be made thereto without departing from the 

spirit and scope of the following claims. 
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We claim: 

1. (~Jew) A corr1puter for sending secure messages, and for 

enabling secure forwarding of messages in a 

5 telecommunication network by an intermediate computer to a 

recipient computer, comprising: 

a computer configured to connect to a telecommunication 

network; 

the computer configured to be assigned vvith a network 

10 address in the telecommunication network, wherein the 

computer is a mobile computer in that the address of the 

mobile computer changes; 

the computer configured to form a secure message by 

encrypting the data payload of a message and giving the 

15 message a unique identity and a destination address of an 

intermediate computer, wherein the unique identity and the 

destination address are capable of being used by the 

intermediate computer to find an address to a recipient 

computer; 

20 the computer configured to send the secure message to the 

intermediate computer for forwarding of the encrypted data 

payload to the recipient computer; and 

25 

the computer configured to set up a secure connection using 

a key exchange protocol. 

2. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 
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configured to form the secure message using a message 

received by the computer. 

3. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

5 configured to encapsulate the message in an outer IP header. 

4. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

configured to form secure messages using IPSec protocols. 

10 5. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

configured to form secure messages containing data payload 

of a message, an inner IP header containing actual sender 

and receiver addresses, an outer IP header containing the 

addresses of the computer and the intermediate computer, 

15 and a unique identity. 

6. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the unique 

identity is one or more Security Parameter Index values. 

20 7. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

configured to send a signaling message to the intermediate 

computer ~vhen the computer changes its address such that the 

intermediate computer can know that the address of the 

computer is changed. 

25 
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8. (New) The computer of claim 7, wherein the computer is 

configured to send the signaling message encrypted. 

9. (New) The computer of claim 8, wherein the computer is 

5 configured to send the signaling message authenticated. 

10 

10. (Nevv) The computer of claim 1, vvherein the computer is 

configured to send the secure message using SSL or TLS 

protocol. 
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Abstract of Disclosure 

The method and system enable secure forwarding of a message 

from a fir~:;t computer to c.:. secon,_j_ cornputer via an 

5 intermediate computer :i_n a telecomml_micat:_ion network. ,-;:,, 

message u:: formed in the first computer or in a computer 

that is ~:;ervE;d by thE; fi::cst cornpm::.er, and in the latter 

case, sending the message to the first computer. In the 

firE:t coJTlputer, a secure meE:sage is then forraed by gi ·\;iw:; 

10 the message a unique identity and a destination address. 

T~e message is sent from the first computer to the 

intermediate computer after v-:hich the d.estination address 

and the unique identity are used to find an address to the 

secGnd computer. The c:.ur:r:·ent destination add:r:e:3s J.E3 

15 substituted with the found address to the second computer, 

and the unique identity 1s substituted with another unique 

' 1 t . t .l.cen--.1. -~y. Then the message 1s forwarded tG the second 

computer. 

20 
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ASSIGNMENT AND INVENTOR'S DECLARATION 

WHEREAS, we, Sami Vaarala (Assignor 1) of Neljas Linja 

22A, FIN-00503 Helsinki, Finland and Antti Nuopponen (Assignor 2) 

of Kaksoiskiventie 7-9 A1, FIN-02760 Espoo, Finland have invented 

a certain invention entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A 

MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION for which we are making 

application for Letters Patent of the United States, the 

specification of which is enclosed herewith; and 

WHEREAS, MPH Technologies Oy (Assignee), a corporation 

organized under the laws of Finland, having an address at 

Keilaranta 1, FI-02150 Espoo, Finland, is desirous of acquiring 

the entire interest, title and interest in and to the application 

and invention, and to any United States patents to be obtained 

therefor: 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of good and valuable 

consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby 

acknowledged, we, Sami Vaarala and Antti Nuopponen, hereby sell, 

assign and transfer to MPH Technologies Oy, its successors and 

assigns, the entire right, title and interest in and to said 

invention, patent application and patent rights in the United 

States including all rights of priority from the filing of the 

application; said invention, application and letters patent in 

the United States, all divisions, continuations, reissues and 

extensions thereof, including any right to bring or maintain an 

action for infringement under the provisional rights granted 

pursuant to Title 35, Section 154 of the United States Code or 

any other cause of action for acts which would constitute 

infringement occurring prior to this assignment, and including 

the right to claim priority under the International Convention of 

Paris (1883), as amended, or in any corresponding foreign patent 

application, and we request the Director of the U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office to issue any Letters Patent granted upon the 

invention set forth in the application to MPH Technologies Oy, 
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its successors and assigns. 

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that this 

assignment and declaration is directed to the above-identified 

application having the title shown above. The above-identified 

application was made or was authorized to be made by me. I 

believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint 

inventor of a claimed invention in the application. 

I hereby declare and acknowledge that all statements 

made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements 

made on information and belief are believed to be true; and 

further that these statements were made with the knowledge that 

willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by 

fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of 

the United States Code and that such willful false statements may 

jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued 

thereon. 

Legal name of first joint inventor: Sami Vaarala 

Inventor's signature 

Date ' 2016 ---------------------

Residence: Helsinki, Finland 

Citizenship: Finland 

Post Office address: Neljas Linja 22A 

FIN-00503 Helsinki, Finland 
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Legal name of second joint inventor: Antti Nuopponen 

Inventor's signature 

Date 2016 

Residence: Espoo, Finland 

Citizenship: Finland 

Post Office address: Kaksoiskiventie 7-9 ll.l 

FIN-02760 Espoo, Finland 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING 

A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

PRIOR APPLICATIONS 

5 This application is a U.S. Continuation Patent Application 

that claims priority from U.S. Continuation Patent 

11.pplication No. 15/372,208, filed 7 December 2016 that 

claims priority from U.S. Continuation Patent Application 

No. 13/685,544, filed 26 November 2012 that claims priority 

10 from US Patent Application Serial No. 10/500,930, filed 19 

October 2005, which claims priority from PCT/FI03/00045, 

filed 21 January 2003, that claims priority from Finnish 

Pat. App. No. 20020112, filed 22 Jan 2002. 

15 TECHNICAL FIELD 

The method and system of the invention are intended to 

secure connections in telecommunication networks. 

Especially, it is meant for wireless Internet Service 

Provider (ISP) connections. 

20 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

An internetwork is a collection of individual networks 

connected with intermediate networking devices that 

function as a single large network. Different networks can 
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be interconnected by routers and other networking devices 

to create an internetwork. 

A local area network (LAN) is a data network that covers a 

relatively small geographic area. It typically connects 

5 workstations, personal computers, printers and other 

devices. A wide area network (V.JAN) is a data communication 

network that covers a relatively broad geographic area. 

V.Jide area networks (V.JANS) interconnect LANs across normal 

telephone lines and, for instance, optical networks; 

10 thereby interconnecting geographically disposed users. 

There is a need to protect data and resources from 

disclosure, to guarantee the authenticity of data, and to 

protect systems from network based attacks. More in detail, 

there is a need for confidentiality (protecting the 

15 contents of data from being read) integrity (protecting the 

data from being modified, which is a property that is 

independent of confidentiality), authentication (obtaining 

assurance about she actual sender of data), replay 

protection (guaranteeing that data is fresh, and not a copy 

20 of previously sent data), identity protection (keeping the 

identities of parties exchanging data secret from 

outsiders), high availability, i.e. denial-of-service 

protection (ensuring that the system functions even when 
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under attack) and access control. IPSec is a technology 

providing most of these, but not all of them. (In 

particulars identity protection is not completely handled 

by IPSec, and neither is denial-of-service protection.) 

5 The IP security protocols (IPSec) provides the capability 

to secure communications between arbitrary hosts, e.g. 

across a LAN, across private and public wide area networks 

(\rV'l'-.Ns) and across the internet IPSec can be used in 

different ways, such as for building secure virtual private 

10 networks, to gain a secure access to a company network, or 

to secure communication with other organisations, ensuring 

authentication and confidentiality and providing a key 

exchange mechanism. IPSec ensures confidentiality 

integrity, authentication, replay protection, limited 

15 traffic flow confidentiality, limited identity protection, 

and access control based on authenticated identities. Even 

if some applications already have built in security 

protocols, the use of IPSec further enhances the security. 

IPSec can encrypt and/or authenticate traffic at IP level. 

20 Traffic going in to a WAN is typically compressed and 

encrypted and traffic coming from a ~>JAN is decrypted and 

decompressed. IPSec is defined by certain documents, which 

contain rules for the IPSec architecture. The documents 
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that define IPSec, are, for the time being, the Request For 

Comments (RFC) series of the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF), in particular, RFCs 2401-2412. 

Two protocols are used to provide security at the IP layer; 

5 an authentication protocol designated by the header of the 

protocol, Authentication Header (AH), and a combined 

encryption/authentication protocol designated by the format 

of the packet for that protocol, Encapsulating Security 

Payload (ESP) AH and ESP are however similar protocols, 

10 both operating by adding a protocol header. Both AH and ESP 

are vehicles for access control based on the distribution 

of cryptographic keys and the management of traffic flows 

related to these security protocols. 

Security association (SA) is a key concept in the 

15 authentication and the confidentiality mechanisms for IP. A 

security association is a one-way relationship between a 

sender and a receiver that offers security services to the 

traffic carried on it if a secure two-way relationship is 

needed, then two security associations are required. If ESP 

20 and AH are combined, or if ESP and/or AH are applied more 

than once, the term SA bundle is used, meaning that two or 

more SAs are used. Thus, SA bundle refers to one or more 

SAs applied in sequence, e.g. by first performing an ESP 
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protection, and then an AH protection. The SA bundle is the 

combination of all S}1.s used to secure a packet. 

The term IPsec connection is used in what follows in place 

of an IPSec bundle of one or more security associations, or 

5 a pair of IPSec bundles-one bundle for each direction-of 

one or more security associations. This term thus covers 

both unidirectional and bi-directional traffic protection. 

There is no implication of symmetry of the directions, 

i.e., the algorithms and IPSec transforms used for each 

10 direction may be different. 

A security association is uniquely identified by three 

parameters. The first one, the Security Parameters Index 

(SPI), is a bit string assigned to this SA The SPI is 

carried in AH and ESP headers to enable the receiving 

15 system to select the SA under which a received packet will 

be processed. IP destination address is the second 

parameter, which is the address of the destination end 

point of the SA, which may be an end user system or a 

network system such as a firewall or a router. The third 

20 parameter, the security protocol identifier indicates 

whether the association is an AH or ESP security 

association. 
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In each IPSec implementation, there is a nominal security 

association data base (SADB) that defines the parameters 

associated with each SA. A security association is normally 

defined by the following parameters. The Sequence Number 

5 Counter 1s a 32-bit value used to generate the sequence 

number field in P"H or ESP headers. The Sequence Counter 

Overflow is a flag indicating whether overflow of the 

sequence number counter should generate an auditable event 

and prevent further transmission of packets on this SA. An 

10 Anti-Replay Window is used to determine whether an inbound 

AH or ESP packet is a replay. AH information involves 

information about the authentication algorithm, keys and 

related parameters being used with AH. ESP information 

involves information of encryption and authentication 

15 algorithms, keys, initialisation vectors, and related 

parameters being used with IPSec. AH information consists 

of the authentication algorithm, keys and related 

parameters being used with AH. ESP information consists of 

encryption and authentication algorithms, keys, 

20 cryptographic initialisation vectors and related parameters 

being used with ESP. The sixth parameter, Lifetime of this 

Security Association, is a time-interval and/or byte-count 

after which this SA must be replaced with a new SA (and new 

SPI) or terminated plus an indication of which of these 
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actions should occur. IPSec Protocol Mode is either tunnel 

or transport mode. Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU), an optional 

feature, defines the maximum size of a packet that can be 

transmitted without fragmentation. Optionally an MTU 

5 discovery protocol may be used to determine the actual MTU 

for a given route, however, such a protocol is optional. 

Both AH and ESP support two modes used, transport and 

tunnel mode. 

Transport mode provides protection primarily for upper 

10 layer protocols and extends to the payload of an IP packet 

Typically, transport mode is used for end-to-end 

communication between two hosts. Transport mode may be used 

in conjunction with a tunnelling protocol, other than IPSec 

tunnelling, to provide a tunnelling capability. 

15 Tunnel mode provides protection to the entire IP packet and 

is usually used for sending messages through more than two 

components, although tunnel mode may also be used for end

to-end communication between two hosts. Tunnel mode is 

often used when one or both ends of a SA is a security 

20 gateway, such as a firewall or a router that implements 

IPSec. With tunnel mode, a number of hosts on networks 

behind fire~valls may engage in secure communications 
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without implementing IPSec. The unprotected packets 

generated by such hosts are tunnelled through external 

networks by tunnel mode SAs set up by the IPSec software in 

the firewall or secure router at boundary of the local 

5 nebvork. 

To achieve this, after the AH or ESP fields are added to 

the IP packet, the entire packet plus security fields are 

treated as the payload of a new outer IP packet with a new 

outer IP header. The entire original, or inner, packet 

10 travels through a tunnel from one point of an IP network to 

another: no routers along the way are able to examine the 

inner IP packet. Because the original packet is 

encapsulated, the new larger packet may have totally 

different source and destination addresses, adding to the 

15 security. In other words, the first step in protecting the 

packet using tunnel mode is to add a new IP header to the 

packet; thus the ~IPipayload" packet becomes 

"IPIIPipayload". The next step is to secure the packet 

using ESP and/or AH. In case of ESP, the resulting packet 

20 is ~IPiESPiiPipayload". The whole inner packet is covered 

by the ESP and/or AH protection. AH also protects parts of 

the outer header, in addition to the whole inner packet. 
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The IPSec tunnel mode operates e.g. in such a way that if a 

host on a network generates an IP packet with a destination 

address of another host on another network, the packet is 

routed from the originating host to a security gateway 

5 (SGW), firewall or other secure router at the boundary of 

the first network. The SGW or the like filters all outgoing 

packets to determine the need for IPSec processing. If this 

packet from the first host to another host requires IPSec, 

the firewall performs IPSec processing and encapsulates the 

10 packet in an outer IP header. The source IP address of this 

outer IP header is this firewall and the destination 

address may be a firewall that forms the boundary to the 

other local network. This packet is now routed to the other 

host's firewall with intermediate routers examining only 

15 the outer IP header At the other host firewall, the outer 

IP header is stripped off and the inner packet is delivered 

to the other host. 

ESP in tunnel mode encrypts and optionally authenticates 

the entire inner IP packet, including the inner IP header 

20 AH in tunnel mode authenticates the entire inner IP packet, 

including the inner IP header, and selected portions of the 

outer IP header. 
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The key management portion of IPSec involves the 

determination and distribution of secret keys. The default 

automated key management protocol for IPSec is referred to 

as ISAKMP/Oakley and consists of the Oakley key 

5 determination protocol and Internet Security Association 

and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) . Internet key exchange 

(IKE) is a newer name for the ISAKMP/Oakley protocol. IKE 

is based on the Diffie-Hellman algorithm and supports RSA 

signature authentication among other modes. IKE is an 

10 extensible protocol, and allows future and vendor-specific 

features to be added without compromising functionality. 

IPSec has been designed to provide confidentiality, 

integrity, and replay protection for IP packets. However, 

IPSec is intended to work with static network topology, 

15 where hosts are fixed to certain subnetworks. For instance, 

when an IPSec tunnel has been formed by using Internet Key 

Exchange (IKE) protocol, the tunnel endpoints are fixed and 

remain constant. If IPSec is used with a mobile host, the 

IKE key exchange will have to be redone from every new 

20 visited network. This is problematic, because IKE key 

exchanges involve computationally expensive Diffie-Hellman 

key exchange algorithm calculations and possibly RSA 

calculations. Furthermore, the key exchange requires at 
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least three round trips (six messages) if using the IKE 

aggressive mode followed by IKE quick mode, and nine 

messages if using IKE main mode followed by IKE quick mode. 

This may be a big problem in high latency networks, such as 

5 General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) regardless of the 

computational expenses. 

In this text, the term mobility and mobile terminal does 

not only mean physical mobility, instead the term mobility 

is in the first hand meant moving from one network to 

10 another, which can be performed by a physically fixed 

terminal as well. 

The problem with standard IPSec is thus that it has been 

designed for static connections. For instance, the end 

points of an IPSec tunnel mode SA are fixed. There is also 

15 no method for changing any of the parameters of an SA, 

other than by establishing a new SA that replaces the 

previous one. However, establishing SAs is costly in terms 

of both computation time and network latency. 

Px1 example of a specific scenario where these problems 

20 occur is described next in order to illustrate the problem. 

In the scenario, there is a standard IPSec security 

gateway, which is used by a mobile terminal e.g. for remote 
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access. The mobile terminal is mobile in the sense that it 

changes its network point of attachment frequently. A 

mobile terminal can in this text thus be physically fixed 

or mobile. Because it may be connected to networks 

5 administered by third parties, it may also have a point of 

attachment that uses private addresses-i.e., the network is 

behind a router that performs network address translation 

(NAT) . In addition, the networks used by the mobile 

terminal for access may be wireless, and may have poor 

10 quality of service in terms of throughput and e.g. packet 

drop rate. 

Standard IPSec does not work well in the scenario. Since 

IPSec connections are bound to fixed addresses, the mobile 

terminal must establish a new IPSec connection from each 

15 point of attachment. If an automated key exchange protocol, 

such as IKE, is used, setting up a new IPsec connection is 

costly in terms of computation and network latency, and may 

require a manual authentication phase (for instance, a one

time password) . If IPSec connections are set up manually, 

20 there is considerable manual work involved in configuring 

the IPSec connection parameters. 

Standard IPSec does e.g. not work through NAT devices at 

the moment. A standard IPSec NAT traversal protocol is 
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currently being specified, but the security gateway in the 

scenario might not support an IPSec protocol extended in 

this way. Furthermore, the current IPSec NAT traversal 

protocols are not well suited to mobility. 

5 There are no provisions for improving quality of service 

over wireless links in the standard IPSec protocol. If the 

access network suffers from high packet drop rates, the 

applications running in the mobile host and a host that the 

mobile terminal is communicating with will suffer from 

10 packet drops. 

A known method of solving some of these problems is based 

on having an intermediate host between the mobile terminal 

and the IPSec security gateway. The intermediate host might 

be a Mobile IP home agent, that provides mobility for the 

15 connection between the mobile terminal and the home agent, 

while the connection from the mobile node to the security 

gateway is an ordinary IPSec connection. In this case, 

packets sent by an application in the mobile client are 

first processed by IPSec, and then by Mobile IP. 

20 In the general case, this implies both JVIobile IP and IPSec 

header fields for packets exchanged by the mobile terminal 

and the home agent. The Mobile IP headers are removed by 
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the home agent prior to delivering packets to the security 

gateway, and added when delivering packets to the mobile 

terminal. Because of the use of two tunnelling protocols 

(Mobile IP and IPSec tunnelling), the solution is referred 

5 to as "double tunnelling" in this document. 

The above method solves the mobility problem, at the cost 

of adding extra headers to packets. This may have a 

significant impact on networks that have low throughput 

such as the General Packet Radio System (GPRS) 

10 Another known method is again to use an intermediate host 

between the mobile client and the IPSec security gateway. 

The intermediate host has an IPSec implementation that may 

support NAT traversal, and possibly some proprietary 

extensions for improving quality of service of the access 

15 network, for instance. 

The mobile host would now establish an IPSec connection 

between itself and the intermediate host, and would also 

establish an IPSec connection between itself and the IPSec 

security gateway. This solution is similar to the first 

20 known method, except that two IPSec tunnels are used. It 

solves a different set of problems-for instance, NAT 
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traversal-but also adds packet size overhead because of 

double IPsec tunnelling. 

A third known method is to use a similar intermediate host 

as in the second known method, but establish an IPSec 

5 connection between the mobile terminal and the intermediate 

host, and another, separate IPSec connection between the 

intermediate host and the security gateway. The IPSec 

connection between the mobile terminal and the intermediate 

host may support NAT traversal, for instance, while the 

10 second IPSec connection does not need to. 

When packets are sent by an application in the mobile 

terminal, the packets are IPSec-processed using the IPSec 

connection shared by the mobile terminal and the 

intermediate host. Upon receiving these packets, the 

15 intermediate host undoes the IPSec-processing. For 

instance, if the packet was encrypted, the intermediate 

host decrypts the packet. The original packet would now be 

revealed in plaintext to the intermediate host. After this, 

the intermediate host IPSec-processes the packet using the 

20 IPSec connection shared by the intermediate host and the 

security gateway, and forwards the packet to the security 

gateway. 
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This solution allows the use of an IPSec implementation 

that support NAT traversal, and possibly a number of other 

(possibly vendor specific) improvements, addressing 

problems such as the access network quality of service 

5 variations. Regardless of these added features, the IPSec 

security gateway remains unaware of the improvements, and 

is not required to implement any of the protocols involved 

in improving service. However, the solution has a major 

drawback: the IPsec packets are decrypted in the 

10 intermediate host, and thus possibly sensitive data is 

unprotected in the intermediate host. 

Consider a business scenario where a single intermediate 

host provides improved service to a number of separate 

customer networks, each having its own standard IPSec 

15 security gateway. Having decrypted packets of various 

customer networks in plaintext form in the intermediate 

host is clearly a major security problem. 

To summarise, the knovm solutions either employ extra 

tunnelling, causing extra packet size overhead, or use 

20 separate tunnels, causing potential security problems in 

the intermediate host(s) that terminate such tunnels. 

THE OBJECT OF THE INVENTION 
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The object of the invention is to develop a method for 

forwarding secure messages between two computers, 

especially, via an intermediate computer by avoiding the 

above mentioned disadvantages. 

5 Especially, the object of the invention is to forward 

secure messages in a way that enables changes to be made in 

the secure connection 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The method and system of the invention enable secure 

10 forwarding of a message from a first computer to a second 

computer via an intermediate computer in a 

telecommunication network. It is mainly characterized in 

that a message is formed in the first computer or in a 

computer that is served by the first computer, and in the 

15 latter case, sending the message to the first computer. In 

the first computer, a secure message is then formed by 

giving the message a unique identity and a destination 

address. The message is sent from the first computer to the 

intermediate computer, vJhereafter said destination address 

20 and the unique identity are used to find an address to the 

second computer. The current. destination address is 

substituted with the found address to the second computer, 
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and the unique identity is substituted with another unique 

identity. Then the message is forwarded to the second 

computer. 

Preferably, the first computer processes the formed message 

5 using a security protocol and encapsulates the message at 

least in an outer IP header. The outer IP header source 

address is the current address of the first computer, while 

the destination address is that of the intermediate 

computer. The message is then sent to the intermediate 

10 computer, which matches the outer IP header address fields 

together with a unique identifier used by the security 

protocol, and performs a translation of the outer addresses 

and the unique identity used by the security protocol. The 

translated packet is then sent to the second computer, 

15 which processes it using the standard security protocol in 

question. In the method of the invention, there is no extra 

encapsulation overhead as in the prior art methods. Also, 

the intermediate computer does not need to undo the 

security processing, e.g. decryption, and thus does not 

20 compromise security as in the prior art methods. 

Corresponding steps are performed when the messages are 

sent in the reverse direction, i.e. from the second 

computer to the first computer. 
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Preferably, the secure message is formed by making use of 

the IPSec protocols, whereby the secure message is formed 

by using an IPsec connection between the first computer and 

the intermediate computer. The message sent from the first 

5 computer contains message data, an inner IP header 

containing actual sender and receiver addresses, an outer 

IP header containing the addresses of the first computer 

and the intermediate computer, a unique identity, and other 

security parameters. The unique identity is one or more SPI 

10 values and the other security parameters contain e.g. the 

IPsec sequence number(s). The number of SPI values depends 

on the SA bundle size (e.g. ESP+AH bundle would have two 

SPI values). In the following, when an SA is referred to, 

the same applies to an SA bundle. The other related 

15 security parameters, containing e.g. the algorithm to be 

used, a traffic description, and the lifetime of the SA, 

are not sent on the wire. Only SPI and sequence number are 

sent for each IPsec processed header (one SPI and one 

sequence number if e.g. ESP only is used; two SPis and two 

20 sequence numbers if e.g. ESP+AH is used, etc.). 

Thus, the unsecured data packet message is formed by the 

sending computer, which may or may not be the first 

computer. The IP header of this packet has IP source and 
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destination address fields (among other things). The packet 

is encapsulated e.g. wrapped inside a tunnel, and the 

resulting packet is secured. The secured packet has a new 

outer IP header, which contains another set of IP source 

5 and destination addresses (in the outer header-the inner 

header is untouched), i.e. there are two outer addresses 

(source and destination) and two inner addresses. The 

processed packet has a unique identity, the IPsec SPI 

value(s). 

10 An essential idea of the invention is to use the standard 

protocol (IPSec) between the intermediate computer and the 

second computer and an "enhanced IPSec protocol" between 

the first computer and the intermediate computer. IPsec-

protected packets are translated by the intermediate 

15 computer, ,,Ji thout undoing the IPsec processing. This avoids 

both the overhead of double tunneling and the security 

problem involved in using separate tunnels. 

The translation is performed e.g. by means of a translation 

table stored at the intermediate computer. The outer IP 

20 header address fields and/or the SPI-values are changed by 

the intermediate computer so that the message can be 

forwarded to the second computer. 
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By modifying the translation table and parameters 

associated to a given translation table entry, the 

properties of the connection between the first and the 

intermediate computers can be changed without establishing 

5 a new IPsec connect.ior1, or in\rol '.ring the second computer in 

any way. 

One example of a change in the SA between the first 

computer and the intermediate computer is the change of 

addresses for enabling mobility. This can be accomplished 

10 in the invention simply by modifying the translation table 

entry address fields. Signaling messages may be used to 

request such a change. Such signalling messages may be 

authenticated and/or encrypted, or sent in plaintext. One 

method of doing authentication and/or encryption is to use 

15 an IPsec connection between the first computer and the 

intermediate computer. The second computer is unaware of 

this IPsec connection, and does not need to participate in 

the signalling protocol in any way. Several other methods 

of signalling exist, for instance, the IKE key exchange 

20 protocol maybe extended to carry such signalling messages. 

In the signalling, e.g. a registration request is sent from 

the first computer to the intermediate computer which 

causes the intermediate computer to modify the addresses in 
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the mapping table and thus, the intermediate computer can 

identify the mobile next time a message is sent. 

Preferably, as a result of a registration request, a reply 

registration is sent from the intermediate computer back to 

5 the first computer. 

Other examples of possible modifications to the SA-or in 

general, the packet processing behaviour-between the first 

computer and the intermediate computer are the following. 

One example is the first computer and the intermediate 

10 computer performs some sort of retransmission protocol that 

ensures that the IPSec protected packets are not dropped in 

the route between the first and the intermediate computer. 

This may have useful applications when the first computer 

is connected using a network access method that has a high 

15 packet drop rate-for instance, GPRS. 

Such a protocol can be easily based on e.g. IPsec sequence 

number field and the replay protection window, which 

provide a way to detect that packet(s) have been lost. When 

a receiving host detects missing packets, it can send a 

20 request message for those particular packets. The request 

can of course be piggy-backed on an existing data packet 

that is being sent to the other host. Another method of 
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doing the retransmissions may be based on using an extra 

protocol inside which the IPSec packets are wrapped for 

transmission between the first and intermediate computer. 

In any case, the second computer remains unaware of such a 

5 retransmission protocol. 

Another example is performing a Network Address Translation 

(NAT) traversal encapsulation between the first and the 

intermediate computer. This method could be based on e.g. 

using UDP encapsulation for transmission of packets between 

10 the first and the intermediate computer. The second 

computer remains unaware about this processing and does not 

even need to support NAT traversal at all. This is 

beneficial because there are several existing IPSec 

products that have no support for NAT traversal. 

15 The system of the invention is a telecommunication network 

for secure forwarding of messages and comprises at least a 

first computer, a second computer and an intermediate 

computer. It is characterized in that the first and the 

second computers have means to perform IPSec processing, 

20 and the intermediate computer have means to perform IPSec 

translation and possibly key exchange protocol, such as 

IKE, translation, preferably by means of mapping tables. 

The intermediate computer may perform IPSec processing 
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related to other features, such as mobility signalling 

described above or other enhancements. 

The IPSec translation method is independent of the key 

exchange translation method. Also manual keying can be used 

5 instead of automatic keying. If automatic keying is used, 

any key exchange protocol can be modified for that purpose; 

however, the idea is to keep the second computer unaware of 

the interplay of the first and the intermediate computer. 

An automatic key exchange protocol may be used in the 

10 invention in several ways. The essential idea is that the 

second computer sees a standard key exchange protocol run, 

while the first and the intermediate computer perform a 

modified key exchange. The modified key exchange protocol 

used between the first and the intermediate computer 

15 ensures that the IPsec translation table and other 

parameters required by the invention are set up as a side

effect of the key exchange protocol. One such modified 

protocol is presented in the application for the IKE key 

exchange protocol. 

20 Each translation table consists of entries that are divided 

into two partitions. The first partition contains 

information fields related to the connection between the 
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first computer and the intermediate computer, while the 

second partition contains information fields related to the 

connection between the intermediate computer and the second 

computer. 

5 The translation occurs by identifying the translation table 

entry by comparing against one partition, and mapping into 

the other. For traffic that is flowing from the first 

computer towards the second computer, through the 

intermediate computer, the entry is found by comparing the 

10 received packet against entries in the first partition, and 

then translating said fields using information found in the 

second partition of the same entry. For traffic flowing in 

the opposite direction, the second partition is used for 

finding the proper translation table entry, and the first 

15 partition for translating the packet fields. 

The IPSec translation table partitions consist of the 

following information: the IP local address and the IP 

remote address (tunnel endpoint addresses) and SPis for 

sending and receiving data. 

20 As mentioned, a translation table entry consists of two 

such partitions, one for communication between first 

computer and the intermediate computer, and another for 
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communication between the intermediate computer and the 

second computer. 

The invention described solves the above problems of prior 

art. The solution is based on giving the first computer, 

5 e.g. if it is mobile, an appearance of a standard computer 

for the second computer. Thus, the second computer will 

believe it is talking to a standard IPSec host, while the 

intermediate computer and the second computer will work 

together using a modified protocol, for instance a slightly 

10 modified IPSec and IKE that helps to accomplish this goal. 

There are, however, several other control protocols that 

could conceivably be used between the first and the 

intermediate computer. 

In the following, the invention is described more in detail 

15 by using figures by means of some embodiment examples to 

carry out the invention. The invention is not restricted to 

the details of the figures and accompanying text, or any 

existing protocols, such as the currently standardised 

IPSec or IKE. 

20 Especially, the invention can be concerned with other kinds 

of telecommunication networks wherein the method of the 

invention can be applied than that of the figures. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a telecommunication 

network of the invention. 

5 FIG. 2 describes generally an example of the method of the 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of an IPSec translation table 

used by the intermediate computer to change the outer IP 

address and SPI value. 

10 FIG. 4 describes a detailed example of how the Sl'-. is formed 

in the invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of translation tables for the 

modified key exchange of the invention. 

FIG. 6 shows a mapping table for identification values of 

15 the user Security Gateway (SGW) addresses. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

}1.n example of a telecommunication nebvork of the invention 

is illustrated l
.-,-, 

.!.l FIG. 1, comprising a first computer, here 

a client computer 1 served by an intermediate computer, 
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here as a server 2, and a host computer 4, that is served 

by the second computer, here a security gateway (SG\N') 3. 

The security gateway supports the standard IPSec protocol 

and optionally the IKE key exchange protocol. The client 

5 computer and the server computer support a modified IPSec 

and IKE protocol. 

The invention is not restricted to the topology of FIG. 1. 

In other embodiments, the first computer may e.g. be a 

router; or there might e.g. not be a host behind the second 

10 computer (in ~vhich case the first and the second computer 

are talking to each other directly), etc. 

The IPSec translations taking place in the scenario of 

FIGS. 1, 2, and 3 are discussed first. The IPSec 

connections (such as SAs) in the scenario may be 

15 established manually, or using some key exchange protocol, 

such as the Internet Key Exchange (IKE). To illustrate how 

a key exchange protocol would be used in the scenario of 

FIG. 1, a modified IKE protocol based on IKE translation is 

also presented later. 

20 In the invention, an IPSec connection is shared by the 

first computer and the second computer, while the 

intermediate computer holds information required to perform 
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address and IPSec SPI translations for the packets. These 

translations accomplish the effect of "double tunnelling" 

(described l
. n 

.!..!. the technical background section), but with 

the method of the invention the confidentiality of the 

5 packets is not compromised, while simultaneously having no 

extra overhead vJhen compared to standard IPSec. The 

intermediate computer does not know the cryptographic keys 

used to encrypt and/or authenticate the packets, and can 

thus not reveal their contents. 

10 The advantage of the invention is that the logical IPSec 

connection shared by the first and the second computer can 

be enhanced by the first and the intermediate computer 

without involvement of the second computer. In particular 

the so-called "ingress filtering" performed by some routers 

15 does not pose any problems when translations of addresses 

are used. In the example presented, each host also manages 

its own IPSec SPI space independently. 

In the example of FIG. 1, an IPSec connection is formed 

bebveen the client computer 1 (the first computer) and the 

20 security gateway 3 (the second computer) . To create an 

IPSec tunnel, a SA (or usually a SA bundle) is formed 

between the respective computers with a preceding key 

exchange. The key exchange between the first and the second 
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computer can take place manually or it can be performed 

with an automatic key exchange protocol such as the IKE 

protocol. For performing said key exchange, a standard IKE 

protocol is used between the server 2 and the security 

5 gateway 3, and a modified IKE protocol is used between the 

client computer 1 and the server 2. An example of a 

modified IKE protocol that can be used in the invention is 

described in connection with FIG. 4. 

Messages to be sent to the host terminal 4 from the client 

10 computer 1 are first sent to the server 2, wherein an IPSec 

translation and an IKE translation takes place. After that 

the message can be sent to the security gateway 3, which 

sends the message further in plain text to the host 

terminal 4. 

15 The method of the invention, wherein messages in packet 

form are sent by routing to the end destination, is 

generally described in connection with FIG. 2. It is 

assumed in the following description that the IPSec 

connection between the first and second computer already is 

20 formed. The IPSec connection can be set up manually or 

automatically by e.g. an IKE exchange protocol which is 

described later. 
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FIG. 2 illustrates the sequence of events that take place 

when the first computer, corresponding to the mobile 

terminal in FIG. 1, sends a packet to a destination host, 

labelled X in the figure, and when the host X sends a 

5 packet to the mobile terminal. 

IP packets consist of different parts, such as a data 

payload and protocol headers. The protocol headers in turn 

consist of fields. 

In step 1 of FIG. 2, the first computer, e.g. a mobile 

10 terminal, forms an IP packet that is to be sent to host X. 

Typically, this packet is created by an application running 

on the mobile terminal. The IP packet source address is the 

address of the mobile terminal, while the destination 

address is host X. 

15 The packet is processed using an IPSec tunnel mode SA, 

which encapsulates the IP packet securely. The example 

assumes that IPSec encryption and/or authentication of ESP 

type is used for processing the-packet, although the 

invention is not limited to the use of only ESP; instead, 

20 an arbitrary IPsec connection may be used. 

In said processing, a new IP header is constructed for the 

packet, with so-called outer IP addresses. The outer source 
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address of the packet can be the same as the inner IP 

address-i.e., the address of the mobile terminal-but can be 

different, if the mobile terminal is visiting a network. 

The outer source address corresponds to the care of address 

5 obtained by the mobile terminal from the visited network, 

in this case. The outer destination address is the address 

of the intermediate computer. In addition to the new IP 

header, an ESP header is added, when using IPSec ESP mode. 

The SPI field of the ESP header added by the IPSec 

10 processing is set to the SPI value that the intermediate 

computer uses for receiving packets from the mobile 

terminal. In general, there may be more than one SPI field 

in a packet. 

The processing of packets in the intermediate computer is 

15 based on a translation table i.e. an IPSec translation 

table shown in FIG. 3. The table has been divided into two 

partitions. The left one, identified by the prefix "c-", 

refers to the network connection between the first computer 

(host 1 in FIG. 1) and the intermediate computer (host 2 in 

20 FIG. 1). The right one, identified by the prefix "s-", 

refers to the network connection between the intermediate 

computer and the second computer (computer 3 in FIG. 1). 

The postfix number ("-1", "-2", or "-3") identifies the 
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host in question. Thus, the address fields ("addr") refer 

to outer addresses of a packet, while the SPI fields 

("SPI") refer to the receiver of packets, which packets 

were sent with this SPI. Thus, "c-SPI-2" is the SPI value 

5 used by host 2 (the intermediate computer) when receiving 

packets from host 1 (the first computer), and the SPI-value 

"c-SPI-1" is the SPI-value with which the first computer 

receives messages and the SPI-value with which the 

intermediate computer sends messages to the first computer 

10 and so on. 

In terms of FIG. 3, the outer source address would be "c

addr-1" (195.1.2.3), the outer destination address "c-addr-

2" (212.90.65.1), while the SPI field would be "c-SPI-2" 

(Ox12341234). The notation OxNNNNNNNN indicates a 32-bit 

15 unsigned integer value, encoded using a hexadecimal 

notation (base 16) . The inner source address is processed 

by IPSec in the first computer, and would typically be 

encrypted. In this example, the inner source address would 

be the static address of the mobile terminal, e.g. 

20 10.0.0.1. 

When the intermediate computer receives the packet sent in 

step 1 described above, it performs an address and SPI 

translation, ensuring that the security gateway (host 3 of 
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FIG. 1) can accept the packet. Most of the packet is 

secured using IPSec, and since the intermediate computer 

does not have the cryptographic keys to undo the IPSec 

processing done by the mobile terminal, it cannot decrypt 

5 any encrypted portions of the packet but is able to use the 

outer IP addresses and the incoming SPI value to determine 

how to modify the outer address and the SPI to suite the 

second computer, vvhich is the next destination. SPI is novv 

changed to Ox56785678 in the intermediate computer and the 

10 address is changed to the address of the second computer. 

This is done by means of the IPSec translation table of 

FIG. 3. 

The first row of FIG. 3 is a row that the intermediate 

computer has found that matches the packet in the example, 

15 and thus the intermediate computer chooses it for 

translation. The new outer source address s-addr-2 

(212.90.65.1) is substituted for the outer source address 

c-addr-1 (195.1.2.3), and the new outer destination address 

s-addr-3 (103.6.5.4) is substituted for the outer 

20 destination address c-addr-2 (212.90.65.1). The new SPI 

value, s-SPI-3 (Ox56785678), is substituted for the SPI 

value c-SPI-2 (Ox12341234). If more than one SPI values are 

used, all the SPI values are substituted similarly. In the 
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example, s-addr-2 and c-addr-2 happen to be the same on 

both partitions of the table. This is not necessarily so 

but the intermediate computer might use another address for 

sending. 

5 In step 2 of FIG. 2, the translated packet is sent further 

to the second computer. The inner IP packet has not been 

modified after that the first computer sent the packet. The 

second computer processes the packet using standard IPSec 

algorithms. The security gateway (the second computer) can 

10 e.g. decipher and/or check the authenticity of the packet, 

then remove the IPSec tunnelling, and forward the original 

packet towards the destination host, X. Thus, the entire 

original packet was unaffected by the translation as the IP 

header, and thus the address fields, was covered by IPSec. 

15 After uncovering the original packet from the IPsec tunnel, 

the second computer makes a routing decision based on the 

IP header of the original packet. In the example, the IP 

destination address is X (host X in FIG. 2), and thus the 

second computer delivers the packet either directly to X, 

20 or to the next hop router. 

In step 3 of FIG. 2, the packet is sent from the second 

computer (corresponding to SGW l
. n 

.!..!. FIG. 1) to host X, having 
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now only the original source IP address 10.0.0.1 and the 

original destination IP address X in the IP header. Thus, 

in step 3, host X receives the packet sent by the second 

computer. Usually, an application process running on host X 

5 would generate some return traffic. This would cause an IP 

packet to be generated and sent to the second computer. 

If a packet is sent back from host X to the first computer 

(corresponding to the client computer in FIG. 1), steps 

analogous to steps 1-3 are performed. The packet is thus 

10 first sent to the second computer, vJith the source IP 

address being X and the destination IP address being 

10.0.0.1, in step 4. The generated packet is then received 

by the second computer. The IPSec policy of the second 

computer requires that the packet be IPSec-processed using 

15 a tunnel mode IPSec SA. This processing is similar to the 

one in steps 1 and 2. A new, outer IP header is added to 

the packet in the second computer, after which the 

resulting packet. is secured using the IPSec SA. The outer 

IP source address is set. to s-addr-3 (103.6.5.4) while t.he 

20 outer IP destination address is set to s-addr-2 

(212.90.65.1). The SPI field is set to s-SPI-2 

(Oxc1230012). In step 5, the resulting packet is sent to 

the address indicated by the new outer IP destination 
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address, s-addr-2, the intermediate computer. The 

intermediate computer receives the packet and performs a 

similar address and SPI translation. 

The inner addresses are still the same, and are not 

5 modified by the intermediate computer. Since the packet 

intended to be sent to the first computer, the new, 

translated outer destination IP address indicate the 

address of the first computer. 

The resulting packet is sent to the first computer in step 

10 6. 

As a result of step 6, the packet is received by the first 

computer. The IPSec processing is undone, i.e. decryption 

and/or authentication is performed, and the original packet 

is uncovered from the IPSec tunnel. The original packet is 

15 then delivered to the application running on the first 

computer. In case the first computer acts as a router, the 

packet may be delivered to a host in a subnet for which the 

first computer acts as a router. 

The first computer may be a mobile terminal, the outer 

20 address of which changes from time to time. The translation 

table is then modified using some form of signalling 

messages, as described in the summary section. Upon 
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receiving a request for modifying a translation, the 

intermediate computer updates the related translation table 

entry to match the new information supplied by the first 

computer. The operation of the protocol then proceeds as 

5 discussed above. 

The above discussion is a limited example for illustration 

purposes. In other embodiments e.g. more than one SA for 

the connection-for instance, ESP followed by AH, can be 

used. This introduces two SPI values that must be 

10 translated. More than two is also, of course, possible. 

Furthermore, the example was considered for IPsec ESP only. 

The changes required for an embodiment in which 11.H (or 

ESP+AH) is used, are discussed next. 

Changes for Using AH: 

15 If the Authentication Header (AH) IPSec security transform 

is to be used, there are more considerations than in the 

previous example. In particular, modifications of the 

packet fields-even the outer IP header-are detected if AH 

is used. Thus, the following nominal processing is required 

20 by the first computer. The second computer performs 

standard IPSec processing also in this case. 
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In step 1, vJhen sending a packet, the first computer must 

perform IPsec processing using the SPI values and addresses 

used in the connection between the intermediate computer 

and the second computer. For instance, the SPI value would 

5 be s-SPI-3, the outer source address s-addr-2, and the 

outer destination address s-addr-3. The AH integrity check 

value (ICV) must be computed using these values. ICV is a 

value, which authenticates most of the fields of the 

packet. In practice, all fields that are never modified by 

10 routers are authenticated. 

After computing the AH integrity check value, the outer 

addresses and the SPI value are replaced with the values 

used between the first computer and the intermediate 

computer: c-addr-1 for the outer source address, c-addr-2 

15 for the outer destination address, and c-SPI-2 for the SPI. 

In step 2, the intermediate computer performs the address 

and SPI translations as in the example with ESP described 

above. The resulting packet is identical to the one used by 

the first computer for the AH integrity check value 

20 calculation, except possibly for fields not covered by AH 

(such as the Time-To-Live field, the header checksum, etc) . 

Thus, the AH integrity check value is now correct. 
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In step 3, the second computer performs standard IPSec 

processing of AH. The packet, which now is uncovered from 

the tunnel is sent to the host X. As in the previous 

example, an application in host X usually generates a 

5 return packet that is to be sent to the first computer. 

This packet is sent to the second computer in step 4. 

Upon receiving the packet, the processing of the second 

computer are the same as in the example with ESP. The 

second computer computes an AH integrity check value of the 

10 tunneled packet it is sending to the mobile terminal. The 

integrity check value is computed against the outer source 

address of s-addr-3, outer destination address of s-addr-2, 

and the SPI value of s-SPI-2. 

In step 5, when the intermediate computer receives the 

15 packet, it performs ordinary translation of the packet. The 

new outer source address is c-addr-2, the outer destination 

address is c-addr-1, and the SPI value is c-SPI-1. At this 

point the AH integrity check value is incorrect, which was 

caused by the translations. 

20 When the mobile terminal receives the packet, it performs a 

translation of the current outer addresses and the SPI 

field for the original ones used by the second computer: s-
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addr-3 for the outer source address, s-addr-2 for the outer 

destination address, and s-SPI-2 for the SPI value. This 

reproduces the packet originally sent by the second 

computer, except possibly for fields not covered by AH. 

5 This operation restores the AH integrity check value to its 

original, correct value. The AH integrity check is then 

performed against these fields. 

Key Exchange Considerations 

The above example discussed the "steady state" IPSec 

10 translations performed by the intermediate computer. The 

IPSec SAs and the IPSec translation table entries may be 

set up manually, or using some automated protocol, such as 

the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol. 

Because the security gateway (the second computer) is a 

15 standard IPSec host, it implements some standard key 

exchange protocol, such as IKE. The first computer and the 

intermediate computer may use some modified version of IKE, 

or any other suitable automatic key exchange protocol. 

The key exchange must appear as a standard key exchange 

20 according to the key exchange protocol supported by the 

security gateway (the second computer), such as IKE. Also, 

the overall key exchange performed by the first, 
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intermediate, and second computer must establish not only 

cryptographic keys, but also the IPSec translation table 

entries. The overall key exchange protocol should not 

reveal the IPSec cryptographic keys to the intermediate 

5 computer to avoid even the potential for security problems. 

In the following, an example of a modified IKE protocol is 

presented to outline the functionality of such a protocol 

in the context of the invention. The protocol provides the 

functionality described above. In particular, the 

10 intermediate computer has no knowledge of the IPSec 

cryptographic keys established. The protocol is presented 

on a general level to simplify the presentation. 

The automatic IKE protocol is used prior to other protocols 

to provide strongly authenticated cryptographic session 

15 keys for the IPSec protocols ESP and AH. IKE performs the 

following functions: (1) security policy negotiation (what 

algorithms shall be used, lifetimes etc.), (2) a Diffie

Hellman key exchange, and (3) strong user/host 

authentication (usually using either RSA-based signatures 

20 or pre-shared authentication keys) . IKE is divided into two 

phases: phase 1 and phase 2. Phase 1 negotiates and 

establishes cryptographic keys for internal use of the IKE 

protocol itself, and also performs the strong user or host 
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authentication. Phase 2 negotiates and establishes 

cryptographic keys for IPSec. If IPSec tunnel mode is used, 

phase 2 also negotiates the kind of traffic that may be 

sent using the tunnel (so-called traffic selectors) . 

5 The IKE framework supports several "sub-protocols" for 

phase 1 and phase 2. The required ones are "main mode" for 

phase 1, and nquick mode" for phase 2. These are used as 

illustrations, but the invention is not limited to these 

sub-protocols of IKE. 

10 For the security gateway (second computer), the IKE session 

seems to be coming from the address s-addr-2 in FIG. 3. 

Since there may be any number of mobile terminals served by 

the intermediate computer, the intermediate computer should 

either (1) manage a pool of addresses to be used for the s-

15 addr-2 translation table address, thus providing each user 

with a separate "surrogate address", or (2) use the same 

address (or a limited set of addresses), and ensure that 

the mobile terminals are identified using some other means 

than their IP address (IKE provides for such identification 

20 types, so this is not a problem). 

The modified IKE protocol specified is analogous to the 

IPSec translation table approach. However, instead of SPis, 
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the so-called IKE cookies are used as translation indices 

instead. IKE cookies are essentially IKE session 

identifiers, and are thus analogous to the IPSec SPI 

values, which is another form of a session or context 

5 identifier. There are two cookies: the initiator cookie, 

chosen by the host that initiates the IKE session, and the 

responder cookie, chosen by the host that responds to a 

session initiation. 

The essential features of the protocol are (1) that ~ +
...LL 

10 appears to be an entirely ordinary IKE key exchange for the 

security gateway, (2) that the IPsec translation table 

entry is formed by the intermediate computer during the 

execution of the protocol, ( 3) that the first computer 

obtains all the necessary information for its packet 

15 processing, and ( 4) that the intermediate computer does not 

obtain the IPsec cryptographic session keys. 

The overall steps of the protocol are: 

o 1. The first computer initiates the key exchange 

20 protocol by sending a message to the intermediate 

computer. This message is essentially the IKE 
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main mode initiation message, with some 

modifications required for this application. 

o 2. The intermediate computer determines which 

security gateway (second computer) to forward 

this IKE session to, and also establishes a 

preliminary IKE translation table entry based on 

the information available from the message. 

o 3. The security gateway (the second computer) 

replies to the IKE main mode initiation message. 

o 4. The intermediate computer completes the IKE 

mapping based on the reply message. 

o 5. The modified IKE protocol run continues 

through IKE main mode (the phase 1 exchange), 

which is followed by quick mode (the phase 2 

exchange) . Extensions of standard IKE messages 

are used between the first computer and the 

intermediate computer to accomplish the extra 

goals required by this modified IKE protocol. 

In FIG. 4, the IKE session is described message by message. 

20 The following text indicates the contents of each message, 

and how they are processed by the various hosts. There are 

six main mode messages in the protocol, named mml, mm2, 
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, mm6, and three quick mode messages, named qml, qm2, and 

qm3. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the IKE translation table entry related 

to the modified IKE key exchange being performed. The 

5 bolded entries in each step are added or changed in that 

step as a result of the processing described in the text. 

The IKE translation table partition for the connection 

bebveen the first computer and the intermediate computer is 

as follows (the field name in FIG. 5 is given in 

10 parentheses) : 

Local and remote IP address (c-addr-1, c-addr-2) 

Initiator and responder cookie (c-icky, c-rcky) 

IKE identification of the first computer (c-userid, e.g. 

joe@netseal.com) 

15 The IKE translation table partition for the connection 

between the intermediate computer and the second computer 

is as follows (the field name in FIG. 5 is given in 

parentheses): 

Local and remote IP address (s-addr-2, s-addr-3) 

20 Initiator cookie and responder cookie (s-icky, s-rcky) 
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In addition to these entries, other data may be kept by the 

intermediate computer and/or the first computer. 

The key exchange is initiated by generating an initiator 

cookie and sending a zero responder cookie to the second 

5 computer. A responder cookie is generated in the second 

computer and a mapping between IP addresses and IKE cookie 

values in the intermediate computer is established. L-q_ 

translation table to modify IKE packets in flight by 

modifying the external IP addresses and possibly IKE 

10 cookies of the IKE packets is used. 

Either the modified IKE protocol between the first computer 

and the intermediate computer is modified such that the IKE 

keys are transmitted from the first computer to the 

intermediate computer for decryption and modification of 

15 IKE packets or, alternatively, the modified IKE protocol 

between the first computer and the intermediate computer is 

modified such that the IKE keys are not transmitted from 

the first computer to the intermediate computer for 

decryption and modification of IKE packets, and the 

20 modification of IKE packets is done by the first computer 

with the intermediate computer requesting such 

modifications. The latter alternative is discussed in the 
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example that follows, since it is more secure than the 

first alternative. 

Extra information, such as user information and SPI change 

requests, to be sent between the first and the intermediate 

5 computer, is sent by appending the extra information to the 

standard IKE messages. The IKE standard has message 

encoding rules that indicate a definite length, thus the 

added extra information can be separated from the IKE 

message itself. The extra information fields are preferably 

10 encrypted and authenticated, for instance by using a secret 

shared by the first computer and the intermediate computer. 

The details of this process are not relevant to the 

il1\rention. 

The extra information slot in each IKE message is called 

15 the message utail" in the following. 

IKE messages consist of an IKE header, which includes the 

cookie fields and message ID field, and of a list of 

payloads. A payload has a type, and associated information. 

FIG. 4 considers an example of the routing of packets 

20 according to the invention considering IPSec security 

association set-up for distribution of keys. As in the 

foregoing FIG. 2, the session begins with sending a packet 
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from the client (first computer) to the server 

(intermediate computer) . 

The key exchange is initiated by the first computer. Thus, 

in step 1 of FIG. 4, the first computer constructs rrun1. The 

5 IP header of the message contains the following values: 

o IP source address: 195.1.2.3 (c-addr-1) 

o IP destination address: 212.90.65.1 (c-addr-2) 

The IKE header contains the following values (step 1 in 

10 Figure X) 

o Initiator cookie: CKYl (c-icky) 

o Responder cookie: 0 (c-rcky) 

o l'1essage ID: 0 

15 The message contains the following payloads: 

o A Security Association (SA) payload, which 

contains the IKE phase 1 security policy offers 

from the first computer. 
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o The message may contain additional payloads, such 

as Vendor Identification (VID) payloads, 

certificate requests/responses, etc. 

o A VID payload can be used to indicate that the 

5 first computer supports the protocol described 

10 

15 

here. 

The message tail contains the following information: 

o User identification type and value-the c-userid 

field. These are used by the intermediate 

computer to choose a security gateway to forward 

this session to. The identification type may be 

any of the IKE types, but additional types can be 

defined. An alternative to this field is to 

directly indicate the security gateway for 

forwarding. There are other alternatives as well, 

but these are not essential to the invention. 

In step 2, the rr®l is received by the intermediate 

computer. The intermediate computer examines the message, 

20 and forms the preliminary IKE translation table entry. FIG. 

5, step 1 illustrates the contents of this preliminary 

entry. The c-userid field is sent in the rr®l tail. 
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The intermediate computer then determines which security 

gateway to forward this IKE session to. The determination 

may be based on any available information, static 

configuration, load balancing, or availability 

5 req11irerner1t.s. The presented, sirnple method is t·::) use the 

identification information in the mml tail to look up the 

first matching identification type and value from a table. 

An example of such a table is presented in FIG. 6. 

The identification mapping table of FIG. 6, is one method 

10 for choosing a security gateway that matches the incoming 

mobile terminal. The identification table would in this 

example be an ordered list of identification type/value 

entries, that match to a given security gateway address. 

When the incoming mobile terminal identification matches 

15 the identification in the table, the corresponding security 

gateway is used. For instance, john.smith@netseal.com would 

match the first row of the table, i.e., the security 

gateway 123.1.2.3, while joe@netseal.com matches the second 

row, i.e., the security gateway 103.6.5.4. The 

20 identification types include any identification types 

defined for the IKE protocol, and may contain other types 

as vvell, such as employee numbers, etc. 
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Other methods of determining the security gateway to be 

used may be employed. One such method is for the mobile 

terminal to directly indicate a given security gateway to 

be used. The mobile terminal may also indicate a group of 

5 security gateways, one of which is used. The exact details 

are not relevant to the invention. 

In addition to determining the security gateway address, 

the intermediate computer determines which address its for 

communication between itself and the second computer. The 

10 same address as is used for the communication bebveen the 

first and the intermediate computer may be used, but a new 

address may also be used. The address can be determined 

using a table similar to the one in FIG. 6, or the table of 

FIG. 6 may be extended to include this address. 

15 The intermediate computer then generates its own initiator 

cookie. This is done to keep the two session identifier 

spaces entirely separate, although the same initiator 

cookie may be passed as is. 

After these determinations, the preliminary translation 

20 table entry is modified. FIG. 5, step 2 illustrates the 

contents of the entry at this point. 
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The original IP header fields are modified as follows (step 

2 in FIG. 4): 

o IP source address: 212.90.65.1 (s-addr-2) 

o IP destination address: 103.6.5.4 (s-addr-3) 

The IKE header is modified as follows: 

o Initiator cookie: CKY2 (s-icky) 

o Responder cookie: 0 (s-rcky) 

o l'1essage ID: 0 

The message tail is removed. The VID payload that 

identifies support for this modified protocol is also 

removed. The mml is then forwarded to the second computer. 

In step 3, the second computer responds with mm2. The IP 

15 header of the message contains the following values (step 3 

in FIG. 4) : 

o IP source address: 103.6.5.4 (s-addr-3) 

o IP destination address: 212.90.65.1 (s-addr-2) 
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The IKE header contains the following values: 

0 Initiator cookie: CKY2 (s-icky) 

0 Responder cookie: CKY3 ( s-rcky) 

0 Message ID: 0 

The message contains the following payloads: 

o Security Association (SA) payload. This is a 

reply to the offer by the first computer, and 

indicates which security configuration is 

acceptable for the second computer (this scenario 

assumes success, so the case of an error reply is 

not considered) . 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads, such as VID 

payloads, certificate requests/replies, etc. 

There is no message tail. 

In step 4, the mm2 is received by the intermediate 

computer. The intermediate computer updates its IKE 

translation table based on the received message. Step 3 in 
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FIG. 5 illustrates the contents of the translation table 

entry at this point. 

The intermediate computer generates its own responder 

cookie, CKY4, and updates the translation table yet again. 

5 Step 4 in FIG. 5 illustrates the entry at this point. After 

this step, the translation table entry is complete, and the 

address and cookie translations are performed as in steps 

1-4 for the following messages. 

The translated message contains the following IP header 

10 fields (FIG. 4, step 4) 

o IP source address: 212.90.65.1 (c-addr-2) 

o IP destination address: 195.1.2.3 (c-addr-1) 

The translated IKE header contains the following fields: 

15 

o Initiator cookie: CKYl (c-icky) 

o Responder cookie: CKY4 (c-rcky) 

The message contains the following payloads: 
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o The SA payload sent by the second computer. 

o Any optional payloads sent by the second 

computer. 

o A VID payload may be added to indicate support of 

5 this modified protocol to the first computer. 

A message tail is added, and contains the following 

information: 

o Address and/or identification information of the 

10 chosen security gateway (the second computer). 

This information can be used by the client to 

choose proper authentication information, such as 

The message is then fonvarded to the first computer. 

15 In step 5, the first computer constructs mm3. The message 

contains the following payloads: 

o A Key Exchange (KE) payload, that contains 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange data of the first 

20 computer. 
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o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, that contains a random 

number chosen by the first computer. 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

The message is sent to the intermediate computer. 

5 Ir1 step 6, t.f1e mnl3 is for."'\.Varded to the second computer. The 

contents of the message are not changed, only the IP header 

addresses and the IKE cookies, in the manner described in 

steps 1-4. 

In step 7, the second computer receives mm3 and responds 

10 with mm4. The message contains the following payloads: 

15 

o A Key Exchange (KE) payload, that contains 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange data of the second 

computer. 

o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, that contains a random 

number chosen by the second computer. 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

In step 8, the mm4 is fonJarded to the first computer. 

In step 9, the first computer constructs mmS, which is the 

20 first encrypted message in the session. All subsequent 
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messages are encrypted using the IKE session keys 

established from the previous Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

(the messages mm3 and mm4) by means of hash operations, as 

described in the IKE specification. Note that the 

5 intermediate computer does not possess these keys, and can 

thus not examine the contents of any subsequent IKE 

messages. In fact, the intermediate computer has no 

advantage compared to a hostile attacker if it attempts to 

decipher the IKE traffic. Instead, the intermediate 

10 computer indirectly modifies some fields in the IKE 

messages by sending a modification request in the IKE 

message tail to the first computer, which does the 

requested modifications before IKE encryption processing. 

15 

20 

The message contains the following payloads: 

o An Identification (ID) payload, that identifies 

the first computer to the second computer. This 

identification may be the same as the 

identification sent in the mml tail, but may 

differ from that. These two identifications serve 

different purposes: the mml tail identification 

(c-userid) is used to select a security gateway 
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for IKE session forwarding (the second computer), 

while the ID payload in this message is used by 

the second computer for IKE authentication 

purposes, for instance, to select proper RSA 

5 authentication keys. 

10 

o A Signature (SIG) or Hash (HASH) payload, that 

serves as an authenticator. A signature payload 

is used if RSA- or DSS-based authentication is 

used, while a hash payload is used for pre-shared 

key authentication. There are other 

authentication methods in IKE, and IKE can also 

be extended with new authentication methods. 

These are not essential to the invention, and the 

following text assumes RSA authentication (i.e., 

15 use of the signature payload) . 

20 

o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

The message tail contains the-following information: 

o The SPI value that the first computer wants to 

use for receiving IPsec-protected messages from 

the intermediate computer, i.e., the c-SPI-1 

value of the IPsec translation table in FIG. 3. 
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More than one SPI value could be transmitted 

here, but for simplicity, the follmving 

discussion assumes that only a single SPI is 

necessary (i.e. only one SA is applied for IPsec 

traffic processing) . Extending the scheme to 

multiple SPis is straightforward. 

In step 10, the mm5 is forwarded to the second computer. 

The intermediate computer removes the message tail, and 

performs the IKE translation discussed previously, and then 

10 forwards the message to the second computer. 

In step 11, the second computer receives the mm5 message, 

and authenticates the user (or the host, depending on what 

identification type is used) . Assuming that the 

authentication succeeds, the second computer proceeds to 

15 authenticate itself to the first computer. 

20 

The mm6 message contains the following payloads: 

o An Identification (ID) payload, that identifies 

the second computer to the first computer. 

o A Signature (SIG) payload (here RSA 

authentication is assumed) 
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o Possibly optional IKE payloads. 

In step 12, the mm6 is received by the intermediate 

computer. The intermediate computer does not change the 

message itself, but adds a tail with the following 

5 information: 

10 

15 

o The SPI value that the intermediate computer 

wants the first computer to offer to the second 

computer in the qm1 message. Since the 

intermediate computer cannot access the contents 

of the IKE messages, this modification request is 

made using the message tail (see the discussion 

of step 9). The SPI value sent matches the s-SPI-

2 field of the IPsec translation table of FIG. 3. 

o The SPI value that the intermediate computer 

wants the first computer to use for messages sent 

to itself. This matches the c-SPI-2 field of the 

IPsec translation table of FIG. 3. 

The resulting message is forwarded to the first computer. 

20 In step 13, the first computer constructs qm1, ~vhich 

contains the following IKE payloads: 
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o A Hash (HASH) payload, that serves as an 

authenticator of the message. 

o A Security Association (SA) payload, which 

contains the IKE phase 2 security policy offers 

from the first computer, i.e., the IPsec security 

policy offers. The SA payload contains the SPI 

value assigned to the first computer in the mm6 

message, i.e., s-SPI-2 in FIG. 3. 

o Optionally, a Key Exchange (KE) payload, if a new 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange is to be performed in 

phase 2 (this depends on the contents of the SA 

payload) 

o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, which contains a random 

15 value chosen by the first computer. 

20 

o Optionally, two Identification (ID) payloads that 

indicate the IPsec traffic selectors that the 

first computer proposes for an IPsec tunnel mode 

SA. If IPsec transport mode is used, these are 

not necessary, but they may still be used. They 

may also be omitted if IPsec tunnel mode is used. 

The IKE header is the same as previously, except that the 

Message ID field now contains a non-zero 32-bit value, that 
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serves as a phase 2 session identifier. This identifier 

remains constant for the entire quick mode exchange. 

The message is sent to the intermediate computer. 

In step 14, the intermediate computer forwards the qm1 

5 message to the second computer. 

In step 15, the second computer inspects the security 

policy offers and other information contained in the qm1 

message, and determines which security policy offer matches 

its own security policy (the case when no security policies 

10 match results in an error notification message) . 

15 

20 

The second computer responds with qm2 message that contains 

the following payloads: 

o A Hash (HASH) payload, that serves as an 

authenticator of the message. 

o A Security Association (SA) payload, which 

indicates the security policy offer chosen by the 

second computer. The message also contains the 

SPI value that the second computer wants to use 

when receiving IPsec-protected messages. The SPI 
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value matches s-SPI-3 of the IPsec translation 

table in FIG. 3. 

o Optionally, a Key Exchange (KE) payload, if a new 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange is to be performed in 

5 phase 2. 

10 

15 

o A Nonce (NONCE) payload, which contains a random 

value chosen by the second computer. 

o If Identification (ID) payloads were sent by the 

first computer, the second computer also sends 

Identification payloads. 

In step 16, the intermediate computer forwards the qm2 

message to the first computer. 

In step 17, the first computer constructs qm3 message, 

which contains the following payloads: 

o A Hash (HASH) payload, that serves as an 

authenticator of the message. 

The following information is sent in the message tail: 
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o The SPI value sent by the second computer in the 

qm2 message. This is sent here, because the 

intermediate computer cannot decrypt the qm2 

message and look up the SPI from there. The SPI 

value matches s-SPI-3 of the IPsec translation 

table in FIG. 3. 

In step 18, the intermediate computer receives the qm3 and 

reads the s-SPI-3 value from the message tail. All the 

information required to construct the IPsec translation 

10 table entry is now gathered, and the entry can be added to 

the translation table. In particular, the information 

fields are as follows: 

o c-addr-1: same as c-addr-1 of the IKE session 

15 (195.1.2.3). 

o c-addr-2: same as c-addr-2 of the IKE session 

(212.90.65.1). 

o c-SPI -1: received in the mm5 message tail from 

the first computer. 

20 o c-SPI-2: chosen by the intermediate computer, 

sent to the first computer in the mm6 message 

tail. 
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o s-addr-2: same as s-addr-2 of the IKE session 

(212.90.65.1 in this example, may be different 

than c-addr-2) . 

0 s-addr-3: same s-addr-3 of the IKE session 

5 (103.6.5.4). 

o s-SPI -2: chosen by the intermediate computer, 

sent to the first computer in mm6 message tail. 

o s-SPI -3: sent by the second computer in qm2 to 

the first computer, which sends it to the 

10 intermediate computer in qm3 message tail. 

The intermediate computer forwards the qm3 message to the 

second computer, which completes the IKE key exchange, and 

the IPsec translation table set up. 

The IPsec cryptographic keys established using the modified 

15 IKE key exchange presented above are either derived from 

the Diffie-Hellman key exchange performed in IKE main mode, 

or from the (optional) Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

performed in quick mode. In both cases, the intermediate 

computer has no access to the shared secret established 

20 using the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. In fact, the 

intermediate computer has no advantage vJhen compared to a 

random, hostile attacker. 
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The above presentation was simplified and exemplified to 

increase clarity of the presentation. There are several 

issues not discussed, but these issues are not essential to 

the invention. 

5 Some of these issues are the following: 

10 

o The phase 1 used main mode. Any other IKE phase 1 

exchange can be used; this changes the details of 

the protocol but not the essential ideas. 

o There are other approaches than the one presented 

here. One approach is for the first computer to 

reveal the IKE keys to the intermediate computer, 

so that the second computer is able to modify the 

required fields of the message (namely, SPI 

15 values) . 

20 

o The discussion assumes that the first computer 

initiates the IKE exchange. The opposite 

direction is possible, too, but requires more 

considerations. 

o The commit bit feature of IKE is not used. Adding 

that is simple. 
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o Security gateway selection is based on a table 

lookup indexed by an identification type/value 

pair sent by the first computer. Other mechanisms 

are easy to implement. 

o The discussion assumes a successful IKE key 

exchange. Error cases are easy to handle. 

o Phase 1 policy lookup (~vhen processing mm1 and 

mm2 messages) is not based on the identity of the 

IKE counterpart. This is not a major issue, since 

the phase 1 security policy can be independent of 

the counterpart without limiting usability. 

o Phase 1 is a pre-requisite for executing the 

protocol in the example. This can be easily 

changed by moving some of the "tail" items to 

15 phase 2. 

20 

o The protocol establishes a pair of SAs, one for 

each direction, and manages the SPI value 

modifications of these SAs. It is easy to extend 

this to cover SA bundles with more than one SA, 

i.e., SAs applied in sequence (ESP followed by 

AH, for instance) . This requires more than one 

SPI for each direction, but is easy to add to the 

protocol described. 
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The invention is not concerned with the details of the key 

exchange protocol. The presented outline for one such 

protocol is given as an example, several other alternatives 

exist. The invention is also not concerned with the IKE key 

5 exchange protocol: other key exchange protocols exist, and 

similar ideas can be applied in using them in the content 

of the invention. 

While the present invention has been described in 

accordance with preferred compositions and embodiments, 

10 is to be understood that certain substitutions and 

~ +
...LL 

alterations may be made thereto without departing from the 

spirit and scope of the following claims. 
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We claim: 

1. (~Jew) A corr1puter for sending secure messages, and for 

enabling secure forwarding of messages in a 

5 telecommunication network by an intermediate computer to a 

recipient computer, comprising: 

a computer configured to connect to a telecommunication 

network; 

the computer configured to be assigned vvith a network 

10 address in the telecommunication network, wherein the 

computer is a mobile computer in that the address of the 

mobile computer changes; 

the computer configured to form a secure message by 

encrypting the data payload of a message and giving the 

15 message a unique identity and a destination address of an 

intermediate computer, wherein the unique identity and the 

destination address are capable of being used by the 

intermediate computer to find an address to a recipient 

computer; 

20 the computer configured to send the secure message to the 

intermediate computer for forwarding of the encrypted data 

payload to the recipient computer; and 

25 

the computer configured to set up a secure connection using 

a key exchange protocol. 

2. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 
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configured to form the secure message using a message 

received by the computer. 

3. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

5 configured to encapsulate the message in an outer IP header. 

4. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

configured to form secure messages using IPSec protocols. 

10 5. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

configured to form secure messages containing data payload 

of a message, an inner IP header containing actual sender 

and receiver addresses, an outer IP header containing the 

addresses of the computer and the intermediate computer, 

15 and a unique identity. 

6. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the unique 

identity is one or more Security Parameter Index values. 

20 7. (New) The computer of claim 1, wherein the computer is 

configured to send a signaling message to the intermediate 

computer ~vhen the computer changes its address such that the 

intermediate computer can know that the address of the 

computer is changed. 

25 
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8. (New) The computer of claim 7, wherein the computer is 

configured to send the signaling message encrypted. 

9. (New) The computer of claim 8, wherein the computer is 

5 configured to send the signaling message authenticated. 

10 

10. (Nevv) The computer of claim 1, vvherein the computer is 

configured to send the secure message using SSL or TLS 

protocol. 
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Abstract of Disclosure 

The method and system enable secure forwarding of a message 

from a first computer to a second cornputer via an 

5 intermediate computer in a telecommunicat:.ion network. ,-;:,, 

message u:: forraed in the first computer or in a computer 

that is ~:;ervE;d by thE; fi::cst cornpm::.er, and in the latter 

case, sending the message to the first computer. In the 

firE:t computer, a secure meE:sage is then formed by gi ·\;iw:; 

10 the message a unique identity and a destination address. 

The message is sent from the first computer to the 

intermediate computer after v-:hich the ctestination address 

and the unique identity are used to find an address to the 

secGnd computer. The c:.ur:r:'ent destination add:r_'eE3S J.E3 

15 substituted with the found address to the second computer, 

and the unique identity 1s substituted with another unique 

' 1 t . t .l.cen--.1. -~y. Then the message 1s forwarded tG the second 

computer. 

20 
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Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1 078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

Assignee 11 

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent 
application publication. An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information" section will appear on the patent application 
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assignee is also desired on the 
patent application publication. 

I Remove I 
If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. D 
Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

I B I I I I B 
Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee: 

Address 1 

Address 2 

City I State/Province 

Countryi II Postal Code 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address 

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by 
selecting the Add button. I Add I 

Signature· Remove . 
NOTE: This Application Data Sheet must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33(b ). However, if this Application 
Data Sheet is submitted with the INITIAL filing of the application and either box A or B is not checked in 
subsection 2 of the "Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access" section, then this form must 
also be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c). 

This Application Data Sheet must be signed by a patent practitioner if one or more of the applicants is a juristic 
entity (e.g., corporation or association). If the applicant is two or more joint inventors, this form must be signed by a 
patent practitioner, all joint inventors who are the applicant, or one or more joint inventor-applicants who have been given 
power of attorney (e.g., see USPTO Form PTO/AIA/81) on behalf of all joint inventor-applicants. 

See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for the manner of making signatures and certifications. 

Signature rfasth/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 12016-12-12 

First Name folf I Last Name I fasth Registration Number ~6999 

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. I Add I 
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PTO/AIN14 (11-15) 
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 664.1 078CON3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SENDING A MESSAGE THROUGH A SECURE CONNECTION 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1. 76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This 
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data 
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of lime you require to 
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR 
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to a patent 
application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information 
is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of 
the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy 
Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of 
Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative 
tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3 A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom 
the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in order to perform 
a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 
552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, 
to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the PatentCooperationTreaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) 
and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 21 8(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an 
inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and 
programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of 
records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about 
individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 
1 22(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1. 14, as a routine use, 
to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes 
aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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